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.DEAR READERS.

This issue of the ILEIA Newsletter is a collection of afticles and information on
human energy and bio-enerry. ln many countries without sufficient sources of oil,
the affordability of fossil-energy-based agricultural inputs becomes more and more
a problem. Prices of these inputs drastically increase where governments are
forced to withdraw subsidies. Farmers need alternatives for these erternal inputs
which are affordable, increase overall productivity and do not raise labour demands
in an unarceptable way. What opportunities do farmers have to use'bio-energy' in
a befter way, to put nature to work? Does this not increase their own workload too
much? Does this not not increase the workload of women farmers too much?
Whose energy to use?

In an overuiew afticle, energy balances and options to save or replace fossil
energy are discussed. Other, more practical articles, look at biological erosion
control, biological nitrogen fixation, biological pest control and natural farming.
Where possible, the implications for the workload of farmers is analysed by the
authors. ln the article 'Playing with labour'an example of how to measure workload
is presented. Comparative quantitative information on the effects of alternative
techniques, especially about energy - labour aspects, is hardly available and often
only indicative. Cases have to be analysed very carefully before conclusions can be
drawn. To get a better idea on how to manage resources in the most efficient and
productive way, analytic methodologies are needed which can not only be used by
scientists but also by farmers. Who has good suggestions and who is dealing with
these aspects? Further information is very much welcomed.

The editors
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ED ITOR tAt

Agriculture can be detined as the human activity which arranges the conversion processes of energy, nutrients and
water by plants and animals in such a manner that useful products such as food, feed, fuel, fibers and tertiliser become
available. Beside human and solar energy, which are the basic energy sources for this activity, other sources of energy
are also used such as fossil energy and bio-energy (energy trom biomass and activities of plants and animals, oxen as
well as earthworms, bacteria and pest predators). Fossil energy is a finite resource, its use has considerable negative

impact on the environment and most farmers in developing countries cannot afford fossil-energy-based technology. On
short brm however, without the use of fossil energy, it will not be possible to feed the many people who live in urban

centres. This poses the question of which energy sources, and theretore, which technology should be used where and
when. This article deals with some aspects of that question.

Fossil, human or bio-elrergy?
Goen Reijntjes

unters, gatherers and shifting
cultivators only need very limit-
ed labour inputs and simple

tools. Natural processes such as regen-
eration and succession, and tools such
as fire are used successfully and a high
diversity of plant and animal species find
domestic use.

Where population pressure increases,
more permanent agricultural systems
develop. In these systems, more energy
is needed to make and keep the land pro-
ductive and provide protection against
pests, diseases, weeds, droughts or
floods. Technologies and tools are main-
ly based on the use of local resources.
Production levels differ from very low in
extensive systems in unfavourable con-
ditions to relatively high in intensively
managed systems in favourable condi-
tions.

if land is too steep, wet, dry or cold to
be used for crop production, too much
energy would be needed to make and
keep this land productive in another way
than by exiensive livestock production or
forestry. Where animals are used as
draught power, it is possible for farmers
to cultivate more land or to make time
free for other activities.

Modern systems
In modern agricultural systems, human
and animal labour, to a high extent, are
replaced by external inputs such as syn-
thetic fertilisers, pesticides and mechani-
zation. Forthe production and operation of
these inputs, relatively high amounts of
lossil energy are needed. An advantages
of these systems is that production can be
concentrated on a limited number of crops
which are most profitable and productive.
The reduced demand for human labour
frees farmers from drudgery and makes
labour free for activities outside agricul-
ture. The availability of cheap fossil ener-
gy makes it possible for people to leave
the farm system in great numbers and find
livelihoods in urban centres as consumers
and producers of industrial products and
services.
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Energy balance
Crop yields and food supplies to consu-
mers are directly linked to energy use.
Sufficient energy is needed in the right
form and at the right time. Energy flows in
agriculture can be analysed and made vis-
ible in an energy balance which can be
used as information base for d'ecision
making concerning energy use and poli-
cies. By assigning an energy value to
inputs, outputs and through-puts (internal
inputs and outputs), a common basis is
established for comparing the effective-
ness and efficiency of the whole system or
subsystems. However, it must be kept in
mind that different energy forms have dif-
ferent values to mankind. A calory of
edible food or human labour is fundamen-
tally different from a calory of oil or fertilis-
er as they have different uses, costs and
environmental and social effects.

Energy balances are made to compare
cropping systems as well as whole farm
systems from an use-of-energy viewpoint.
To really compare farm systems, eg low-
external-input versus high-external-input
systems, the energy needs for the flow of
food and waste through the consumption
subsystem and the energy needs for pro-
duction and delivery of external inputs
should be included too. Defining system
boundaries is important in this respect.

Energy outpuUinput ratio
In these energy studies it has been found
that agriculture which only relies on
human labour has a higher energy out-
puVinput ratio than agriculture in which
animal labour is used. Modern agriculture
has again lower energy output/input ratios
(see table 1). In western countries, in
intensive market-oriented agriculture, the

energy outpuVinput ratio even tends to
come close to one. To produce one unit of
food energy, nearly as much fossil energy
is needed in these systems. The first two
categories of systems are clearly more
efficient with energy than modern
systems. This, however, does not yet
mean, as is often thought, that these
systems should be preferred, as produc-
tivity is an other important criterion for
judgement.

Experiences show that there is a direct
relation between the level of energy use,
either human, animal orfossil, and the lev-
el of production per unit of land. In fossil-
energy-driven systems, the relatively high
energy use explains the relatively high
productivity. However, there are organic,
integrated systems (see eg box on VAC)
in which virtually no fossil energy is used,
which, in terms of overall production, are
at least as productive as modern systems,
but have less negative impact on the envi-
ronment and may be socially more accept-
able. That the source of energy is not
important for the level of production is also
demonstrated by comparative research in
the Philippines (Kuether and Duff 1981),
where it was found that the same yield of
rice could be obtained in mechanical, tran-
sitional and traditional farms .

Basing policies on comparing energy
balances only, therefore, can lead to
wrong decisions if these data are not com-
bined with information on eg production,
availability, cost, impact on environment,
gender and the community as a whole.

Conservation of fossil energy .
The rapid increase of population and the
push for development make it necessary
to use more energy for agricultural produc-
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tion and to use this energy more efficient-
ly. However, further dependency on fossil
energy increases the risk that rural devel-
opment will be seriously affected by rising
prices or stagnating imports of oil as hap-
pened during the Gulf war. Fudhermore,
fossil energy is a finite resource which has
considerable negative impact on the envi-
ronment. This makes it clear that future
development cannot rely heavily on non-
renewable fossil energy supplies. For
development, it will be crucial to conserve
fossil energy and to develop renewable
energy resources.
Numerous opportunities exist to save fos-

sil energy in agricultural production. Some
of these opportunities are:
. reduced or zero tillage
. agroforestry
. efficient use of irrigation water
. efficient and balanced application of

mineral fertilisers
. integrated plant nutrient systems
. recycling and improved management of

organic waste
. biological nitrogen fixation and phos-

phate mobilization
. biogas
. integrated pest control
. integrated energy systems
. improved agricultural tools and mecha-

nization
. improved managementskills of farmers.
Apart from reduction of energy use there
are also opportunities for replacing fossil
energy by renewable wind and solar ener-
gy, for example for water pumps.

Low-external-i n put ag riculture
Prices of fossil-energy-based inputs, il at
all available, are relatively high in regions
where population density is low or trans-
port is difficult. ln more marginal regions
and for more marginal farmers and cer-
tainly for low-price and subsistence crops
these commercial external inputs cannot
be used economically. These farmers are
by force low-external-input farmers.
Probably, this concerns about 70 - 80 per-
cent of the land used for agricultural pro-
duction and about 70 - 80 percent of the
farmers. Farmers who are high-external-
input farmers today can be low-external-
input farmers tomorrow, as governmental
policies and prices of agricultural inputs
and agricultural products have a strong
influence on the technology and strategies
farmers can use. For example, the recent
drop of subsidies on synthetic fertilisers in
several countries in Africa and Asia forced
farmers to use synthetic fertilisers more
efficiently or, even, to fall back on farm-
internal resources such as manure,
mulches, and biofertilisers.

Bio-energy
For many low-external-input farmers their
first priority is to find ways of increasing
production and securing ecological sus-
tainability without increasing the demand
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Table 1: Energy budgets in corn production in different countries GJ/ha/yr.

Inputs

Gountries

MexicoGuatemala NigeriaPhilippines lndia USAUK

Labour
Animal
Machinery
Fuel
Fertiliser
Organic
Inorganic
Others
Total

Output
Grain (kg)
Grain Energy
Crop Res. (kg)
Crop Res. (Eng)
Output (Grain)
Input ratio
Output (Biomass)
lnput ratio

1934 1056 994
29.4 16.05 15.1

3868 2112 1988
51.1 29.6 27.8

0.915 0.561 0.496
- 2.488
0.045 1.013 0.045

0.237 0.119 - 0.018
1.168 0.224
1.013 0.050 2.84 4.343
- 0.346 3.82 8.92

- 3.000
0.375 3.820 5.51 11.12

14.2 5.45
2.79 7.56 26.37 29.85

931 2500 5002 5060
14.15 37.9 61.7 76.91

1862 4500
25.0 63.0

5.06 5.O2 2.33 2.57

14.3 13.3

0.96 4.062

0.90

1.44

10.48

29.8

30.6 3.95

80.8 11.2

for human labour. For them the question is
how to use locally available energy sourc-
es, human energy as well as bio-energy
more efficiently. This can be achieved by
making skilful use of specific sources of
bio-energy. Animal power is a well known
example but also organisms such as soil-
organisms which fixate nitrogen, sollubi-
lize phosphate, decompose organic mat-
ter, improve soil structure and predate
pest organisms can be used effectively.
Making better use of processes such as
natural regeneration, succession and
complementarity, and positive or negative
interactions between organisms, eg in
intercropping or crop-livestock systems
can lead to higher productivity of human
labour and increased production too.

Integrated energy systems
Use of a mixture of energy technologies in
crop and/or livestock production is
referred to as an integrated energy
system. The primary outputs or byprod-
ucts from one component or element
become the input for another element so
that the overall energy system output is
optimized. ln box 1 an integrated agricul-
tural system from Vietnam is described.

These systems function best in more
humid regions with a high level of human
organisation where recycling of organic
waste is economically possible due to rel-
atively good prices for agricultural prod-
ucts and short distances between produc-
ers and consumers. In countries with a
high population density such as in South-
Easth Asia and China farmers have long-
time experience with these systems.
Energy efficiency, labour productivity and
total production of these systems can be
very impressive. In China, integrated
energy systems are being developed fur-

ther into modern, capital intensive, high
productive systems (NRC 1981).

For the introduction of these systems
there are two major limitations. The first is
the investment in capital and labour
required. For farmers, even in systems as
described in box 1, this can be a consider-
able constraint. The second limitation is
the complexity of integrated systems,
which requires a relatively high level of
management skill for efficient operation.

I

Coen Reijntjes, ILEIA
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The VAC integrated system

VAC is an acronym of 3 Vietnamese words:
Vuon (garden, orchard), AO (fish pond) and
Choung (stall, pigsty). VAC is an ecosystem in
which gardening (V), fish rearing (A) and ani-
mal husbandry (C) are closely integrated with
one another, enhancing economic effective-
ness and contributing to protecvimprove the
environment. The VAC technology is a highly
intensive farming technology making optimal
use of available solar energy, land and water
and achieving a high economic efficiency with
low caoital investment.

A traditional system
The VAC practice is a long-standing tradition
of the Vietnamese people stemming from their
experience with farming in the lowland areas
of the Red River Delta. Before building their
houses, Vietnamese farmers have to prepare
a raised patch of ground by digging a pit which
later forms a fish pond in front of the house.
Various species of crops are grown in the gar-
den under different farming technologies such
as intercropping, mixed cropping, overlapping
cultivation and multitier cultivation to make
use of all available resources. The fruit trees
are intercropped with vegetables, legumes
and crops tolerant to shade. In the corner of
the garden a few medicinal and spice plants
are grown. All around the garden timber trees
and rattans are planted as green fences.
Various kinds of fish are reared in the pond so

that feed resources at all levels are used (eg.
tench at top, roach at intermediate and tilapia
at bottom level). Aquatic taros are planted
around the fish pond and marsh lentils are
grown over part of the water surface as pig
feed. Some gourd trellises are constructed
above the water. Near the fish oond there are
pigsties and poultry coops.

Recycling
There is an interactional relationshio in VAC.
Some of the produce from the garden is used
to feed the fish, while the fish pond provides
water and slime to irrigaie and fertilise the gar-
den. Some of the fish can be used as nutritious
animal feed. Animal manure is applied in the
garden and the litter/sewage from the animal
pens is used forfeeding the fish. People are an
integral part of the VAC system, consuming
the products and adding elements like fertilis-
er and animal feed to the system.

Regional modifications
The VAC technology has been promoted
throughout the country. There are different
VAC models suited to the conditions of the var-
ious regions:
- Coastal and liftoral: A belt of maritime pine is
planted on the outside edge of the garden to
orotect it from wind and sand. Timber trees
and rattans are densely planted on a cause-
way that is banked up all around the garden as
a protective fence. In the garden, coconut, fruit
trees, mulberry and tuber crops such as sweet
potato or arrow-root can be planted. Fish or
shrimp are raised in brackish ponds and
canals. An animal husbandry component
involving cattle, buffalo, pigs and poultry
(especially ducks) can be developed.
- Mekong Delta area: Because of the dry sea-
son and the sal ine aluminous soi l ,  people
make a habit of digging connecting canals to
form the garden. Coconut or citrus trees can
be grown depending on whether the water is
fresh or brackish and in accordance with soil
conditions. Coconut plantations can be inter-
cropped with other plants of different canopy
stages and proportions such as banana,
orange, tangerine, lemon, grapefruit, plum and
rambutan. A recent model is a coconut planta-
tion intercropped with coffee and cacao, or
with orange, pepper and coffee. Fish or shrimp

are reared in the canals. Chicken cooos are
constructed above the canal with a pigsty
close by. Bee-keeping is practised under the
shade of the trees.
- Midlands and mountainous areas: Sloping
lands are planted with hilly and forest gardens.
Timber trees are planted above, with fruit
trees/cash crops below, following the contour
lines with furrow drains and edges for keeping
water and preventing erosion. Groundnut,
pulse legumes, medicinal plants and cover
crops are grown beneath the trees. Pineapple
is also used to control erosion. In front of the
house is a market garden. Beside the well or
fish pond is an animal shed with a hole for
composting manure. At the foot of the hill there
is a f ish pond or fish are reared in a cage in the
slream.

Advantages and constraints
VAC provides a varied and abundant source of
foodstuffs, thus improving the family diet. With
a greater availability of other food, rice con-
sumption can be reduced, contributing to the
achievement of food self-sufficiency and
reducing malnutrition among children. Family
income is increased. In some communes, in
the Red River Delta, the income from VAC
practice is 3-5 times (in exceptional cases 8-
10 t imes) higher than that of the unit area
under two rice crops. VAC improves and pro-
tects the environment and provides employ-
ment for people of different ages and capabil-
ities.
However, although the VAC practice is an

age-old tradition and is promoted nation-wide,
the number of VAC families still practising it, is
still limited. Most of the gardens use diseased
and low-yielding varieties/seedlings resulting
in low economic efficiency and bad quality
products. Achievements remain low because
our country has suffered severely from the war
and many regions have experienced continu-
ous natural calamities for years. The farmer's
life remains difficult.

Association of Vietnamese Gardeners
During the period of 1985-86, the Vietnamese
Government set forth the policy of encourag-
ing the development of familiy economy. ln
1986 the Association of Vietnamese
Gardeners was founded. This is an NGO
which promotes VAC development, provides
guidance, support and transfer of technology
related to VAC practice, and exchanges expe-
rience and collaborates with concerned inter-
national organisations so as to develop VAC
activities in Vietnam. At present the associa-
tion (VACVINA) has branches in 26 provinces.
We hope to widen our relationship with inter-
national and non-governmental organisations
and foreign associations of gardeners espe-
cially of ASEAN countries in order to exchange
experiences and enjoy mutual cooperation
which will support our activities.

Nguyen Van Man, VACVINA, 6 Nguyen Cong Tru
Street. Hanoi. Vietnam.

PiSsty Kitchen Well

Ltffa
' . -cylindrica #

Seedl
becl . . .- ' . csculenta

Flowers

A VAC fam in the Red River Delta.
Drawn by Studio Driya Media, trom Sustainable agriculture for lowlands.. Resource book .
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Labour demand for org
In the mountains of Argao, a munici-
patity at the east coas[ of Cebu
island, Philippines, a farmers cooper-
ative, called ALAB, has been experi-
menting tor almost 10 years now
with organic contour tarming. ALAB
is an acronym for Alayon sa Banika,
mutual labour sharing in rural areas.
An "alayon" is a fixed group of 6-7
farmers or tarm workers, who assist
each other on their respective tarms.
In this article R Remonde and
L Villamore, staft members of ALAB,
estimate how much extra labour is
needed for organic contour farming
when compared with chemical farming.

R. Remonde, L. Villamora
and Erik J. Simonides

ady 1960 the Philippine govern-
ment started promoting the use of
chemical fertilisers in this area. By

1970 the use of chemical fertilisers was a
well established practice. After fertilisers,
high yielding varieties were introduced,
together with the accompanying pesti-
cides. Seminars were organised in which
new techniques like monocropping and
calendar spraying were explained.
Farmers who adopted the complete tech-
nology could avail of loans from the Land
Bank, brokered by the extension workers.

The first years everything went smooth.
Farmers got bountiful harvests. But after
1980 the harvests declined rapidly and the
crops became heavily infested by pests;
sometimes to such an extent that no har-
vest was left. The technical solution was
more fertilisers, more and stronger pesti-
cides. By this time the Land Bank also
became more strict on their loans, since
repayment of loans did not go so smooth.
Farmers found it more and more ditficult to
make ends meet.

After 1980 many farmers were forced to
sell their land to repay their debts. Usually
farmers were tilling their own land, now
many of them are tenants of the land they
owned previously. Well-to-do farmers and
big businessmen are now the owners of
the land.

What to do?
A small group of seven farmers (alayon)
started in 1983 to evaluate the situation.
They came to the conclusion that the soil
was extremely depleted and eroded in the
past 10 years. Reasons for this were the
destruction of soil life due to excessive use
of chemicals, increased erosion due to
bad land use practices such as monocrop-
ping and increased chemical disorder of
the soil due to excessive application of

chemical fertiliser and lack of micronutri-
ents. Especiallythe limestone soils proved
very susceptible.

At first they decided to improve their
marketing through direct deliverance to
the city. This should provide them with
extra cash to invest in their farms. but it
soon proved to be impossible. They were
unable to pass by the middleman, their
crops were not of sufficient quality and
they just did not have enough quantity.
Afterthis experience the alayon decided to
focus on soil improvement.

Visit to a contour farm
Through a friend the alayon was intro-
duced to an area where contour farming
already took place. Most of the farms in the
exposure area used napier grass
(Pennisetum purpureum) and lpil-ipil for
the hedgerows. The grasses and lpil-ipil
were used to feed the livestock. The dung
was used as fertiliser. Some farmers also
practised compost making. The alayon
from Argao became convinced that this
farming system would improve the soil and
enhance production, with natural means.

Back in their own area the group started
building their own contour demo-farm.
Villagers were laughing at the group'using
backward techniques as 'A-frame". After
some months, however, when the farm
developed, the people came back to
admirethe nice lookof this newfarm. Some
also wanted to leam contour farming and
joined the first alayon. Thus ALAB started.
At present there are over 40 alayons (6 to 7
people each) working with ALAB.

What are the extra labour needs for
organic contour farming when compared
with chemical farming? Estimates are
based on the ALAB demo-farm. We sup-
pose one family (8 people), t hectare, hilly
land (30 to 45 degrees) and the area is
square. In reality, in this area, the average
farm size is 0.5 to 0.75 ha. Usually there
are 3 cropping seasons (each 3 months)
and one dry season every year. The first
cropping is usually maize intercropped
with beans or sweet potato, the second
cropping is a crop of vegetables (cash
crop), not intercropped, but strip cropping
and the third cropping is maize pure stand.
The third cropping season usually has
less rain.

Establishing the contour farm
The first activity is land preparation. Then
29 contour lines (double hedge rows -
2,900 meter) have to be drawn with an A-
frame, placing sticks on the contour lines
and putting the cleared material in the line.
As soon as the rain starts, hedgerows are
planted: tilling, planting and hauling. The
planting materials and seeds (lpil-ipil,
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Vetiver grass, Madre de Cacao Gtiricidia
sepium, several legumes) are prepared in
advance. The planting materials are
obtained for free from other farms. After
planting the contour lines, the soil between
the.hedgerows is prepared for planting.

Usually the contour farm is established
strip by.strip. The people work in alayons
(6 people). The total work in establishino a
one ha contour farm is 741 mandays lsie
table 1). A well organised alayon'can
establish this farm in approximately 4
months, 3 months during the dry season
and 1 month during the rainy season.
During this investment period no income
from off-farm jobs can be obtained.

Maintenance and ferti l isation
Maintenance of a newly established con_
tour farm needs careful working. Basically
the farmer needs to check the contour
lines and repair any damage immediately,
replant dead plants or trees and make tfre
planted materials survive. provided the
weather conditions are favourable, the
contour lines will develop in 3 months.
During this period the farmer has to fertil_
ise with compost and additional chemical
fertiliser (complete, 14-14-14,). This takes
2 mandays a week during the first 3
months. When the farm is established,
one manday every two weeks will be suf_
ficient for maintenance. Damages due to
bad weather conditions, like typhoons,

can do a lot of damage, which creates a lot
of extra repair work.

Lopping of hedgerows is done every 6
weeks which needs quite a lot of labour,
64 days yearly. The biomass obtained is
often used as fodder for animals and onlv
sometimes as mulch. The contour hedge_
rows can sustain the feed demand of 2 to
4 livestock units (ruminants).

Additional work for organic farming in
comparison to chemical farming is hauling
of compost and manure. 20 bags (S0 kgsj
of compost, chicken dung or manure are
needed to fertilise one crop (chemical
farming uses 6 bags of 50 kgs fertilisers).
This additional workload iJ + days per
cropping season.

Compost making
The most important ingredient for organic
rarmtng rs organic fertilisation: manure,
chicken dung and compost. Most organic
farms produce as much as possible their
own compost. There are basically two
ways of getting the compost:
. the farmer has no (or very few) farm ani_

mals. This farmer will collect materials
outside his farm to compost on his farm.
In 6 days work he is able to make 500 ko
compost every 2-3 months (yearly 2i
36 mandays, output 2000-3000 kg'com_
post). The remaining 3000 kg he will
have to buy outside (usually chicken
dung from large chicken farms).

. the farmer has farm animals flike 2
cows, 1 carabao, 6 goats and 5 pigs).
This farmer will compost feed leftov-eis
and manure. He will produce every 2_3
months 1000-1500 kg of compost with a
labour requirement of 4 mandavs. This
farmer however has to purchas-e about
4Oh of his feed needs outside (cheap
concentrates) and also has to buy (if
any) lacking organic ferti l iser outside.

ALAB tries to overcome the shortaoe in
organic.fertiliser by operating a corn'post
factory (see page 2l )

Pest control
Usually there is no spraying of pesticides.
uatendar spraying is not done. In maize,
compared to chemical farming this saves 3
sprays (3 mandays) per crop. ALAB is
using traditional varieties of maize which
are highly resistant to pests and never need
spraying. In vegetables, in chemical farm_
ll9, Vo, need to spray weekly. For 1 crop
tnts means 1 2 sprays which is 12 mandavs
labour. During the transition period from
chemical farming to organic farming there
is still a huge demand for pest fightin!. pest
control is done with home made herbil pes_
ticides, which do not kill the insects so
much, but drive them away. In about 2 to 3
years, depending on the farm techniques of
your neighbours, a new insect balance will
develop. This reduces the need for spray-
ing to almost zero. During the tirsi two
years, additional work to prepare the herbal
spray is 6 man days a year. In a well devel_
oped organic contourfarm, you will observe
plenty of different insects, and alwavs leaf
damage. However, this damage is hardly
ever alarming.

Weeding in organic contour farmino is
more.work. Usually the weeds grow faiter
and there are more. But also the soil is
usually easier to work. The higher organic
matter content gives a nicer soil struCture.
For vegetables there is hardly any differ_
ence in weeding. Chemical herbicides are
hardly used in this area. lf mulch is applied
in vegetable plots (coconut leaves, bana_
na leaves) this will reduce the need for
weeding by as much as 7}oh. Mulching is
advocated as a common practice in c6n_
tour farming (3 mandays to mulch t ha). In
this area it is however only applicable to
smaller vegetable plots (0.1_0.2 ha.), due
to the low availabil ity of nrulch materials.
The mulch from the contour hedgerows
oecays too fast and gives hardly any
reduction in labour.

Harvest
On a contourfarm, a farmer has to harvest
carefully in order not to damage the con_
tours. This means more walking distance:
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Land preparation
Contour lines
Preparing planting
material
Planting
Soil preparation

Total

First 3 months

Tabfe 1: overarf ExrRA labour demand for organic contour farmin g (mandayslyear)

Establishment After 2-3 vears

26
64
1 2

1 - 6
/essg -0

24
16 -  36

134-168

Fertilising and maintenance

174
174

Pest control /ess 18

Farmingactivities (mandaysAlearl

Maintenance
Lopping
Fertilising
Weeding maize
Weeding vegetabtes
Harvesting: g harvests
Compost making

Sub-total

174
174
45

741

First 2-3 vears

Preparing herbal pesticides 6
Pest control /ess 6

year 1 year 2 year 3 year 4
Establishment
First 3 months
After 2-3 years
Farming activities

Total EXTRA labour

7 4 1 0 0 0
2 4 0 0 0
0 9 9 _ 1 8

168 168

t
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no shortcutting, but harvesting strip by
strip. This needs approximately 30% more
time. Putting the crop residue in the con-
tour l ine is additional work. In chemical
farming the farmer would let animals graze
the field or simply burn the crop residue.
This is imoossible in contour farms!

Harvesting of vegetables does not make
much difference. The farmer who practises
chemical farming has the advantage that
he can harvest on pakiaw basis (fixed
amount for hired labour for a fixed job).
This would destroy a contour farm.

(Dis)advantages
Although the system of organic contour
farming is now generally accepted by the
farmers, only few farmers ale implement-
ing it to the full extent. The main complaint
is the labour-intensiveness of establishing
and maintaining the system. Farmers who
implement organic contour farming are
either very young - because they have no
family yet, or older couples - because their
children have already left the house and
sustain their own living. Farmers with a
family cannot afford to have a dip in their
income as is the case in the transition
period from chemical farming to organic
farming, no matter how bright the organic
future may look. The daily expenses, food,
school-fees, health, etc, cannot be cut
more. In our estimate (see figure 1) the dip
at this moment is about 66% for the first
year. Present monthly income is about P
3,000 (US$ 120), about P 1,500 from
crops and P 1 ,500 from livestock for a t ha
farm. The transition period is approximate-
l y3 to5yea rs .

Income gap during transition
The "gap" in income for the proiected tran-
sition period is approximately P 60,000
(US$ 2,400) per farming family. The
income left in the first period mainly comes
from livestock activities (P 1,000/month).
ln the transition period, alternative
income, ie. not soil related income-gener-
ating activities, has to be found. In ALAB
we are experimenting with small domestic
animals, intensively kept. Especially broil-
ers and layers are promising. 250 layers
will make up for the income loss. Initial

investment is high (P 25,000 or US$
1,000), but this money will be recovered
after 40 weeks from the start. lf coopera-
tively organised, with revolving funds, it is
possible. lt would however mean an addi-
tional workload for the women (or another
member of the family) of about 2 hours
each day. The ordinary way of augment-
ing the income from work outside the farm,
will not be possible during the transition
period, since the farmer has no spare
time, especially not the first year.

Gomparable income
Chemical farming on a t hafarm, cropping
pattern maize-vegetables-maize needs
266 to 232 mandays a year. The overall
extra labour demand for organic contour
farming ranges from 150 to 116 mandays
after the first 2-3 years. On average a fam-
ily can, with the same amount of labour,
obtain from a t ha organic contour farm
about the same income as a family from a
t ha chemical farm (P 36,000 or US$
1,44O\. However, part of the income from
a chemical farmer has to come from out-
side jobs; these jobs are not always avail-
able. An organic farmer has no time to do
outside jobs. His labour is capitalized on
his own farm. An organic contourfarm has
a higher net profit per ha mainly due to
lower production costs as chemical inputs
are not needed. An organic farmer saves
in this way about P 25,700 YearlY.
Therefore there is less need to borrow
money, which is rampant in chemical
farming.

Less risks
In a well{unctioning organic contour farm
there are less risks involved. The soil is
less susceptible to dry periods. The water
retaining capacity of the soil is much bet-
ter than of the soils in chemical farming
and organic farms are hardly ever serious-
ly damaged by pests. There is less chance
of total crop failure. In chemical farming,
often poisoning of the farmer due to pesti-
cides occurs. This risk is absent in organ-
ic farming. And last but not least, the soil
is protected from erosion!

ALAB, Jomgao, 6021 Argao, Cebu, Philippines 
I

Labour neecl
On the demonstration farm of the
training centre of Mindanao Baptist
Rural Life Center (MBRLC) Iong-year
comparative evaluation of the
Sloping Agricultural Land
Technology (SALT) with local
tarmers' practices is being conduct-
ed. After 6 years of cropping the
results are very promising: Produc'
tion and income increased, erosion
nearly stopped and labour demands
seem to be acceptable. ln this article
Jeff Palmer specitically focusses on
labour aspects.

Jeff Palmer

he SALT model grew out of Prob-
lems that farmers expressed to
MBRLC staff, low and declining

yields being the most serious ones. In
1978, a t ha test site was selected at the
MBRLC premises to serve as a 'testing

ground'for the new technology. Just l ike
on surrounding farms, the slope was more
than 15 degrees and had been farmed for
at least 5 years. Contour lines were plant-
ed with lpil-ipil (Leucaena leucocephala) 4
to 6 m aoart. Corn was sown in between
the contour hedges. The model had
worked for about 1 year before first com-
parisons were made. Table 1 illustrates
these results.

The comparison showed that SALT
requires more labour than conventional
farm methods in the first year, but that the
increase in yields compensates for this.
Now, after another 6 years of testing (12
crops of maize) on another test site, in
terms of production per unit area, SALT is
consistently superior to the farmer's treat-
ment. SALT treatment remains highly pro-
ductive, whereas the production on the
'Farmer's Farm' is steadily declining.
Annual net income from the SALT treat-
ment was less than that from the farmer's
treatment for the first 2 years of the test.
However, the overall trend for the farmer
treatment decreased, while net income
from SALT increased or remained con-
stant.

Labour needs surprisingly low
One of the surprising results of the test
SALT study was in the area of labour
inputs. lt had been thought that SALT
farming would be more laborious due to
the establishing and maintenance of con-
tour hedgerows. However, from figure 1 it
can be seen that, although labour require-
ments in the first year were higher, less
labour was needed in the succeeding 4

8

net income per month proiected income ll changing to Organic Farmlng

prciected income for chemlcal tarming

1992 1997 2OO2 time

Figure 1
Note: In 2012 it is expected that the soil in chemical farming is so depleted'
that farming has to be stopped
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times technicians do not fully understand
the SALT system before teaching farmers
or laying out demonstration projects. This
results in poorly constructed SALT pro-
jects and, consequently, unfavourable
reaction to the new technology. Also,
some farmers expect the SALT system to
do miracles - creating little work but high
income. In fact the SALT system requires
considerable discipline on the part of farm-
ers, although once established it demands
little or no further work or develooment
beyond the increased harvesting activ-
ities. Other problems beyond the farmers'
control are as follows:
. lack of tree seeds to create dense

hedgerows.
. Stray animals eating the young trees.

One solution for this is to have several
farmers begin SALT projects in a cluster
rather than on isolated sites. Arranoe-

HITIPPINE

ments can then be made to prevent
farmers' animals feedino on their
neighbou/s plants.

No agricultural system can bring deplet-
ed, eroded soils back into production in a
few short years. The price of soil loss is
poverty. Nevertheless, the staff of the
Rural Life Center have seen land restored
to a reasonable level of productivity by
using the SALT system.

I

Reference
- Palmer J, 1992. The Sloping Agricultural Land
Technology experience. In: Hiemstra W. et al, 1992.
Let tarmers iudge: experiences in assessing the
sustainability of agriculture. ILEIA readings in sus-
tainable agriculture. London: lT Publications.

Jeff Palmer, Mindanao Baptist Rural Life Centre
(MBRLC), Kinuskusan, Bansalan, Davao del Sur.
Philippines.
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Fig 1 Comparison of labour inputs to SALT and farmer's treatments.

Table 1. Initial comparisons between SALT farm and local farmers, ',un-sALTED" farm for
one hectare.

SALT LOCAL FARMER

Labour (first year)

Maize yields* (2 crops/years)

Tools needed

Soil loss

1 007o of work hours

2Tlhalcrop

50o/o ol work hours

0.5 T/ha/crop

Same tools used by both

Slight Severe

' Leucaena in hedgerows was used for fertiliser in SALT.
The local tarmer used no fertiliser and no Leucaena.

9t

ls in the SALT test larm
years. The relatively low labour require-
ments of SALT from 1986 to 1989 can be
explained by the smaller area under
annual crops and the low intensities of
labour use in land under perennial crops
and hedgerows. By contrast, in 1990, the
labour requirement in the SALT system
was once again greater, due to the pro-
duction of permanent crops (primarily cit-
rus). lt should be noted that this extra
labour is harvest labour, which is readily
accepted by the farmer as it provides
direct income.

In both treatments, the largest allocation
of labour was to the weeding of annual
crops. On the whole, mean annual labour
input for SALT was slightly lower than that
of the farm treatment over 6 years.

Common problems
Some farmers did not apply the recom-
mended techniques for SALT farminq.
The result has been substandard or inei-
fective work in some areas and oroblems
that would not have occurred had stan-
dard SALT guidelines been observed.
Among the more common mistakes made
are:
. Establishing single-l ine instead of dou-

ble-line contour hedgerows. Some
farmers feel that double lines of trees
take up too much space and so plant
only one row in the hedgerow. The
Center's experience is that a single row
cannot adequately hold the soil. Also,
the biomass production used for fertilis-
er is reduced by about 50% under this
modification.
Spacing hedgerows more than 6 meters
apart. Some farmers space hedgerows
10 to 20 meters apart, creating wider
alleys. To overcome this problem, the
extension agent must visit the farmer
and re-convince him of the need for
closely spaced hedgerows. The closer
the hedgerows, the better the soil hold-
ing capabilities and the greater the
amount of biomass production per hec-
tare available for use as fertiliser.
Planting hedgerows in straight lines
across the hil l  with uniform alley widths,
instead of along contours. This often
results in weak and erosion susceptible
alleys.

. Not planting the trees densely enough in
the hedgerows. Again this defeats the
purpose of the system.

. Failing to weed and clean the contour
hedgerows when the tree seedlings are
small.

Other constraints
Several weaknesses observed in SALT
farms are not of the farmers' making.
Education is sometimes faultv. Some-
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I n the early 1980ies. following a
I drought and widespread epidemics
I which decimated livestock numbers,

the region became the focus for various
development init iatives. The majority of
these sought ways to assist the recovery
of the pastoralists' economy. A lot of
emphasis was placed by outside 'experts'

on the proposed benefits of improving the
util isation of scarce rainfall by using rain
water harvesting (RWH) techniques.
These were often associated with food-
for-work (FFW). The most popular
approaches were to build large earth
banks (bunds) on the contour, to trap run-
off . These structures were aimed at
increasing the reliabil i ty of sorghum gar-
denino.

Simon Croxton

These measures met with varying levels
of success. A recent independent review
of RWH in the north-east of the district
concluded that the most effective and
widely used method was the construction
of irregular shaped bunds on the contour

(with 'wings' stretching up-slope) on fairly
flat slopes (less than 1%) around tradition-
al sorghum gardens. The most effective
approaches have been those which have
built on traditional methods of land tenure,
have included the local community in deci-
sion making and have ensured that the
necessary technical skil ls required to con-
struct and maintain gardens were in the
hands of local people. ln these circum-
stances, where local control of the idea
has been encouraged, there has been
considerable uptake of improved gardens
and the concept has proved to be quite
popular. This article examines the labour
implications of improved' sorghum gar-
oens.

Labour constraints
Despite the benefits, in terms of increasing
the productivity of sorghum gardens, the
construction of bunds and the levell ing of
gardens (so that impounded water spreads
evenly across the garden) requires a con-
siderable amount of labour. Even when
draft animals are used to scooo and trans-
ood earth. the amount of labour needed to
improve a garden is usually more than can

be provided by one household. In addition,
bunds often break during heavy storms
and need to be repaired and this again is
a labour intensive operation. lf improved
gardens are not maintained the result is
often severe soil erosion as large quan-
tit ies of water are channelled through rela-
tively narrow gaps in the bund. The poorly
maintained garden is not necessarily the
only area to suffer as gulleys can start to
develop in an adjacent garden. Silt from a
damaged garden can also be washed into
other gardens fudher downslope, which
then require levell ing again as the new soil
that is deposited stops water spreading
evenly across a garden. There are other
problems: improved gardens on slopes
steeper than 1% are technically possible,
but in practice labour requirement is great-
ly increased (eg an increase in slope from
1'k Io 2k doubles the amount of soil that
needs to be moved to level a olot of a
given area). In some sites unstable, crack-
ing clay soils are unsuitable for bund con-
struction as the subsurface flow of water
(piping) undermines the bunds. lf bunds
are built on these soils the labour required
for maintenance is increased as thev wil l

Labour aspects of gardening in Turkana
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The dry, north-western corner of Kenya is inhabited by the Turkana, nomadic pastoralists whose economy is
built around raising livestock, but who also hunt, fish, trade and grow sorghum. Traditionally, sorghum production

has taken place during the wet season, by exploiting the rainfall that naturally collects after rainstorms where the soils
and topography combine to form a favourable environment for gardening.

To bund or not to bund?
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fail more frequently than bunds construct-
ed on more stable soils. Sites on steeo
slopes or with unstable soils are now
avoided.

Mobi l is ing labour
When these ideas were first tried out on a
large scale by Turkana gardeners, there
was a considerable amount of FFW work
available for garden construction. While
FFW was available this could be used by
gardeners as payment to friends and
neighbours to assist in garden construc-
tion. However, FFW had a distorting effect
on peoples' perceptions of the returns to
their labour. People naturally considered
the food gained as an additional benefit
acquired by some rather arduous work.
People were prepared to do arl sorts of
activit ies to 'earn' FFW food. Some of
these activit ies, such as building roads,
provided litt le direct benefit to their nomad-
ic l i festyle. For some people constructing
gardens was just another of these activ-
ities. However, FFW did not last forever,
and in recent years its supply has dwindled
and now stopped.

Who can afford labour?
Gardens are small and can never orovide
more than a supplement to the major
activity of herding, although the grain pro-
duced in gardens is often exchanged for
goats. Sorghum yields are quite low, and
although these are regarded as a valuable
supplement to household subsistence
incomes, they are not sold and, even with
improved gardens, harvests cannot be
guaranteed in any one year. Without FFW
it is far more diff icult for families to mobil ise
sufficient labour for garden construction
and maintenance. The Turkana do not
have a traditional method of mobil isino

4 .  : . '
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labour for work in gardens (although there
are traditions of sharing labour in herding)
and there is a perceived trade-off between
the benefits of improving gardens and the
costs of mobil ising the amount of labour
this work requires. The only way a house-
hold can replace FFW is to provide some
incentive, usually food of some sorl, to
friends and neighbours to assist in the
construction or maintenance of gardens.
Maintenance is not usually too much of a
problem, as less labour is required, but as
constructing a new garden requires a lot of
labour this can be very diff icult for less
affluent households to mobil ise. Thus,
despite the technical success that has
been demonstrated, there is still an inherent
problem with the concept of improving
gardens with bunds, because only rela-
tively affluent households wil l have the
extra resources reeuired to mobil ise suffi-
cient labour to construct them.

Women gardeners
Traditionally, sorghum gardens are man-
aged by women rather than men. Some
men will provide some labour in gardens,
but this is not the norm. As the work of con-
structing and maintaining gardens is
strenuous, men's labour ls valuable and
useful and whilst FFW was available it was
not diff icult to get men to assist in con-
structing gardens. Without FFW more
responsibil i ty for this hard work falls on
women, who have relatively less control
over household resources and so find it
diff icult to construct gardens.

Women building rainwater harvest gardens with
scoops and shovels.

SOMALIA

Aloe effective in combating erosion

In most areas of Transkei, soil erosion is
becoming a serious problem. lt is not just
the quiet and almost unnoticed type of sheet
erosion but gullies or 'dongas' are formed.
This causes considerable loss of valuable
soil and creaies danger for down-slope
farmers. For some time the government had
suggested that people should put up rock
walls across the dongas. In areas with suffi-
ciently available rock material, this method
can work well but even then it takes a lot of
heavy labour.

Over the years I have watched how farm-
ers combated erosion in different manners.
Some of their melhods work out very posi-
tively while others are less convincing. One
effective method which at the same time
proves to be efficient in terms of labour
requirements, is the use of aloe (Aloe ferox
or Agave americana). Farmers plant small
aloes to form a line across the dongas. As
these grow, the big leaves mesh with one
another and form a natural barricade.
Sometimes people also put brush down
along this row of aloes to make the barrier
larger. This barricade slows down the speed
of runotf water and thus it deoosits the soil it
is carrying. As the aloe plants grow, the bar-
rier catches more and more soil, until the
donga is gradually f i l led up again.

Small A/oe ferox plants grow on the hill-
side. Small agave plants are found at the
base of large agave plants. Both species
can be easily dug up and transplanted into
the dongas. Since goats and other grazing
animals do not disturb these two species.
and because they are easy to find and trans-
plant, the effectiveness is high especially
compared to the relatively light and little
labour involved.

From: Radio Programme No 15, August 2, I 990,
HP Harman, Transkei Council of Churches.

After tive years of volunteer work in The Transkei
Mr Harman has returned to the USA and can be
contacted at the following address: 111 Woodside
Drive, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055, USA.
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Labou r-saving alternatives
In an attempt to overcome some of the
labour constraints on improving gardens,
some groups of gardeners are currently
experimenting with another method of
water conservation. This is the use of
grass strips, about 2 metres wide, sited on
garden boundaries. The grass strips are a
modification of the traditional method of
demarcating garden boundaries.
Traditionally a narrow, uncultivated strip
would be left around a garden. Sometimes
this would be reinforced with a thorn and
dead-wood fence to keeo out livestock.
The traditional strio is too narrow to have
much effect on soil and water conserva-
tion. However, by creating a wide strip, it
is possible to significantly slow down the
rate at which runoff water flows across a
garden. In addition, topsoil would often be
washed out of a garden (sometimes along
with newly planted seeds). By widening
the strip and levell ing the garden to ensure
water spreads evenly, soil and water con-
servation is enhanced while garden
improvement requires far less labour. This
technique is reserved for gardens on gen-
tle slopes because, as is the case with
bunded gardens, levell ing gardens on
steeper slopes would sti l l  require large
amounts of labour.

Keen to experiment
It is still too early to thoroughly evaluate
the technical advantages of grass strips
over traditional gardens. However, neigh-
bours of gardeners who have already
improved their garden in this way are keen
to try out the idea and one of the reasons
for this is the fact that they do not regard
the amount of labour needed as a serious
constraint. lt is interesting to note that
some gardeners using the grass strips

know how to construct bunds, but are
keener to first try out the idea that requires
less labour.

Conclusion
The major lesson that can be drawn from
this example is that 'improved' technolo-
gies can increase labour demands as well
as increase productivity. This may have
differing implications for different sections
of the community (eg rich/poor; men
/women). The 'best'technical option may
not be feasible for poorer households. lt is
important for poorer farmers to be offered
choices and assisted in developing their
own solutions. Perhaos if 'outsiders' had
spent more time looking at the techniques
the Turkana were already using, improved
grass strips would have been tried out at a
far eadier stage.

In addition, external factors (in this case
FFW) may distort the real returns to labour
of adopting an ' improved'technology and,
if these external factors themselves
change in some way, this can also affect
the viability of adopting a new technology.
Even though a specific technology may
work well in one set of circumstances, if
there is a change in the social or physical
environment, it may be necessary to mod-
ify, adapt or even scrap an 'improved'

technology that was previously regarded
as successful.
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Give nature a chance

In ILEIA Newsletter 1i92 it was reported by Marla Guidi on page 17 that "terrace building did not
catch on as expected". My question is: why do so much work when nature can do it for less? lt
is like an old strategy of the Indians in America: walk in the moccasins of your enemy for a while.
Or in otherwords, let us make use of natural erosion. In the Chittagong Hill Tracts of Bangladesh
we translaled this philosophy into a system in which contour lines were set out at vertical dis-
tances ol 5 ft on heavy clay soils and 3 ft on less heavy soils. Then the contours were planted
with fibrous grasses having a dense root pattern such as napier grass, Guatemala grass, and
Guinea grass. The hillside strips protected by a strong grass barrier can be cultivated by any
method, with the advantage that the more you or nature (read erosion) move the soil, the quick-
er a terrace is built. In our experience rains formed the terraces in five years time. The advan-
tage: no work, in comparison to Marta Guidi's hardship of 32 mandays for 0.25 ha.

The process is so simple: runoff water can pass through the semi-permeable bund but soil
particles are filtered out and deposited uphill of the bund. The grass can be cut for fodder or
(partly) used as additional material in the barrier to increase filtering and thus to speed up natu-
ral levelling. Once it has established itself, the grass contour can be planted with banana, pin+
apple, coffee, fruit trees or firewood crops.

lf drainage is needed, every second or third terrace can be provided with a ditch. This should
be constructed just below the grass banier so that'filtered'water is discharged into the ditch.

From a letter to lhe editors by David Siockley. He worked as an agricultural missionary for 40 years in
Bangladesh and Brazil and be conlacted at Hillside, Radwinter Road, Ashdon, Essex CB10 2ET, UK.

Broom grass works

Broom grass (Ihysanolaena maxima Roxb)
grows as a wild plant in forests of the
Eastern Ghats and the Plateau region of
Orissa (lndia). The original tribal population
collect the panicles from November to
February at a limited scale and sell them for
broom making. However, even under the
low eritraction rate the forest wealth gets
depleted. This 1.5-3.2 m high perennial
grass has a dense root system: its rhizomes
grow 1.5-2 m deep and spread 1-1.5 m
wide. This mat effectively restricts soil ero-
sion. ln order to be able to deliberately grow
this useful plant the Tribal Area Research
Centre of Orissa University of Agriculture
and Technology has undertaken research to
standardise broom grass production. In the
hilly Phulbani area it rains some 1,200-
1,500 mm, while laterite soils prevail.
Rhizomes can be collected during the early
part of the rainy season. They are to be cut
in pieces of 5-10 cm, each weighing 40-60
g, and having one or two dormant buds.
Before planting, the soil should be ploughed
3-4 times. Spacing should be some 50x50
cm. However, triangular arrangements are
possible too. lt is good to add manure or fer-
tiliser to the planting holes. In the first year
some intercropping is necessary to cover
the soil. Yields in the first year are low but
subsequently production of panicles
increases. They are severed from the stalk
5-1 0 cm above the ground.

At present some 70-80 wagon loads of
brooms are yearly sent from Phulbani to
Bombay. The grass produces some 8-10
tons of fresh material. The leaves that
remain afler panicle cutting can be fed to
cattle while remaining parts of the stem can
serve as fuel. Broom grass has a potential
for being cultivated and deserves due atten-
tion for further development.

Harishchandra Raj, Fulwarkasaba, Balasore
756 003, India.
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Local tree outyields
chemical fertilisers
Farmers in Nepal use leaves of the 'asuro' tree to sustain soit fertitity. Although
locally well-known tor its yield enhaneing effects it does not seem to be
integrated within farming systems at a wide scale. A call for more study.

Purna Chhetri and Gaye Burpee

epalese hil l farmers increase crop
yields with a multi-faceted local
resource called asuro. The

leaves of the asuro Iree (Adhatoda vasica
also Adhatoda zeylanica or Jusiticia
adhatoda) are used as green manure in
paddy rice, potato and corn fields. Leaves
are chopped and applied to the surJace of
fields or f looded paddies prior to planting,
where they decompose rapidly. According
to Nepalese hil l  farmers, they need seven
to ten days during summer, when daily
temperatu res are 27 -32C. Farmers report
that application of asuro leaves to potato
fields not only increases yields, but con-
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trols termite infestations too. Furthermore,
because animals wil l not eat the leaves,
asuro trees can be used as living fences
(National Academy of Sciences 1980).

oNEPALo

Leaves are spread in the main fietd

Growth conditions
Adhatoda vasica originated in India, Nepal
and South Asia. lt was introduced to
Florida and the Caribbean (Cuba.
Curagao), where it is called La Vasaca,
Castafla de Malabar, or Malabar nut tree.
The tree is bushy, branchy and commonly
grows to 2.5 meters, though it can grow to
6 meters. Leaves are elongated and emit
an unpleasant odour when crushed
(Geilfus 1989). The ptant grows rapidty
and coppices well (National Academy of
Sciences 1980).
It can be propagated from seed or cut-
tings, wil l grow between sea level and
above freezing altitudes and survives with
500 to 1600 mm of annual rainfall. l t sur-
vives prolonged drought and tolerates in-
ferti le as well as alkaline soils. However,
Geilfus (1989) warns that because it
grows vigorously, Adhatoda vasica can
invade uncultivated areas, such as oas-
tures. Therefore, he advises that it should
be planted in agricultural areas where
adequate management can be provided.

Multiple benefits
Leaves, f lowers and roots are used to
treat fever, jaundice, typhus, diphtheria
and respiratory tract infections, such as
bronchitis and asthma (Geilfus 19g9.
National Academy of Sciences 19g0).
According to Geilfus (i 989), the effective-
ness of asuro as a green manure is
enhanced by its insecticidal, fungicidal
and herbicidal properlies. lt controls
weeds in rice paddies. A l iquid made from
the steeped leaves kil ls adult ants and
mosquitoes. In standing water asuro
leaves kil l  mosquito larvae. And though
not toxic to humans or domestic animals,
asuro is toxic to fish as it contains the alka-
loid vasicine (National Academv of
Sciences 1980). The wood makes good
firewood, excellent charcoal and burns
with l itt le or no smoke.

Farmers' f indings confirmed
Local farmers' experience with the use of
asuro has been confirmed by research at
the Lumle Agricultural Centre (LAC) in
West Nepal. Paddy rice treated with asu-
ro at the rate of 10 tons of leaves per hec-
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Asuro (10 Vha)
Compost (25 Vha)
Fediliser (60-30-30 kg NPK/ha)

Production StrawProduction Yield increase
7"

Source: Sthapit 1988

5.99
5.14
4.02

14.3
14.6
29.8

49
27.9
10.2
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way back home after collecting asurc

tare outyielded rice treated with chemical
fefti l isers by almost 40% (Table 1) (Sthapit
1988). lf the benefits of asuro were due
only to its properties as green manure and
its ability to add macro-nutrients (nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium) to the soil,
one would expect similar yields for chemi-
cally treated crops. Yet, in the LAC study,
asuro plots produced 40% higher yields
than chemically feftilised plots. These
data suggest that asuro provides benefits
above and beyond that of its potassium-
nitrate rich leaves. In fact, asuro does
have additional beneficial properties:
insecticidal, fungicidal and herbicidal.

Potential
Nepalese travel great distances to collect
leaves. The transoort back home is most-
ly done by women and is burdensome.
Inadequate availability during the cropping
season is seen as an important constraint
to the use of asuro too. The challenge of
asuro lies in increasing research on its
various propedies and on socio-economic
aspects, as well as promoting the use of
this precious tree. lt appears to have great
potential for degraded, risk-prone environ-
ments in a wide range of climatic zones,
similar to those where subsistence farm-
ers ti l l  the soil. In Nepal, farmers travel
great distances with purchased inorganic
fefiilisers on their backs. lf more farmers
knew about asuro and olanted the tree
nearby or on their farm, substantial time
and money could be saved.

I
Editors'note
Exchange of experience with the use, promotion and
research of Adhatoda vasica could be an interestino
option. Who takes the lead?
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Sesbania sesban in support
of grass fodder

Here are some first experiences with a mix-
ture in Australia. Of all leguminous crops that
greatly interest agriculturalists, Leucaena
leucocephala has attracted most attention,
which has led to a folly of its planting.
However, problems with the psyllid infesta-
tion have pressed practitioners and scien-
tists to look for other species and for oppor-
tunities to grow crops in mixtures. One such
species is Sesbania sesban. a small tree or
shrub growing 6 metres. lt is well branched,
with abundant, soft pinnate leaves with a
protein content of around 28% and a high
digestibility. lt has been reported to grow
over a wide range of climatic and soil condF
tions including water logging and saline
sites. A project run by the Department of
Agriculture, University ol Queensland, was
to establish most productive lines, to assess
its nutritive value and to multiply seed re-
serves of promising lines. Five difterent sites
were selected but all prone to inundation and
all except one with low soil fertility. Five
accessions (ILCA 15022, ILCA 15036, ILCA
9265, ILCA 10865, CPI 30071) were tested
in comparison with Leucaena leucocephala
cv. Cunningham^ Seeding rate was 3.6 kg/ha
while a basic fertiliser dressing of super-
phosphate and muriate of potash was given.
Plants were cut at a height of 1.5 to 2 metres.
ILCA 15022 and 15036 proved to outyield
the other three sesbania species as well the
leucaena. Yields of edible herbage were 3
and 12 tlhalyear in two locations whereas
yields at the other sites were low. lt showed
not to be tolerant to heavy frosts. At some
sites inoculation with effective Rhizobium
was necessary.

A trial was set up in one site on a poorly
drained infertile podzolic soil ol pH 5.3 in
which a pure stand of signal grass
(Brachiaia decumbens\ with 2OO kg
N/ha/year was compared with a mixed stand
of signal grass and CPI 30071. The S. ses-
banwas sown in rows 4 metres apart and the
signal grass in the inter-row area one month
later. Five months later, heifers started to
graze the stands. The mixture was grazed
on a rotational basis of 2 weeks on - 6 weeks
off while the signal grass was grazed con-
tinuously. In the early stages the cattle
showed marked preference to the signal
grass but after 3 months when the grass
began to hay off, the sesbania started to be
browsed much more. Over a period of 12
months (July '90 - July '91) the average live
weight gain for animals on the mixture was
0.70 kg/head/day while animals ted on sign-
al grass alone gained 0.40 kg/head/day.
Although there were no apparent toxic or
antFnutritive effects ol the sesbania, this
aspect will be further researched upon.
Browsing of the shrubs caused relatively
high damage as they are quite brittle: after 14
months of grazing and under rather dry con-
ditions some 22/" ol the sesbania had died.

From 'Evaluation ot Sesbania sesbarf. ln: The
Permaculture Edge, Vol 2 issue 4, pp 14-15.

Contact: RC Gutteridge and HM Shelton,
Department of Agriculture, University of
Queensland, Australia.

On her
leaves

Green manuring with Sesbania aculeata

The production of high yields and their exportation from the farm means loss of nutrients which
have to be replenished into the top soil. Especially nitrogen is an indispensable nutrient.
Phosphorous and potash show to be less deficient than nitrogen. Until date Indian farmers have
concentrated on farm yard manure and compost as main organic sources for recycling nutrients
to their farm in addition to mineral sources of nitrogen that have been introduced in the past 30
to 40 years. However, these organic sources become more expensive and more scarce.
Therefore, many farmers focus more and more on growing leguminous green manure crops wit-
hin their own plots. Although these crops do not really recycle any nutrients they are able to bring
in nitrogen, they also improve soil structure, and last but not least they are cheap in monetary
terms. A crop commonly used in India (Assam, West Bengal, Bihar, Tamil Nadu) is'dhaincha'
or Sesbania aculeafa. Depending on circumstances it can produce 8-25 tons of fresh matter per
hectare while f ixing some 60-90 kg N, equalling some 3-10 tons of farm yard manure. lt contains
0.62% nitrogen. lt grows on waterlogged and alkaline soils. lt should be sown immediately after
the onset of the rains. Best moment for ploughing it under is when flowering begins, C/N ratio is
low and the greatest bulk of succulent organic matter is available. The latter makes decompo
sition more rapid. Later ploughing means higher C/N ratio, reduced release of nitrogen, and easi-
ly leads to N-deficiency in the following crop. So dhaincha should be incorporated into the soil
after some five to six weeks after sowing. Light soils require deeper incorporation than heavier
soils. Spectacular improvements of its performance can be achieved when additional phospho
rous is applied.

Contact: NN Mandal, P Pal Choudhury, and M Das, HUMAN, Nagarokhra,741267, Nadia, WR, India.
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Practical use of cover crops
Leguminous cover crops are gaining
a growing interest among tarmers,
extension workers and researchers in
Central America. The benefits ot
these crops are well known at
present, although their exact
performance varies with species and
depends on grouvth conditions as
well.

Milton Flores

I n countries where fertiliser price may
I rise by 50% per year, the use of nitro-
I gen fixing legumes is of tremendous
importance for poor farmers. Additional
positive effects on soil structure (eg water
retention, aeration) also become more
important when farm management reach-
es a higher level. lt is often claimed to suo-
press weeds, a problem in plant produc-
tion that demands large amounts of labour
to overcome. Assumingly, green manure
crops are ideally grown during the fallow
period so that the following crop can have
full advantage of the N-fixation and the
improvement of soil structure. In circum-
stances of high land pressure this is often
not possible, so solutions are sought in
growing it simultaneously with the main
croo.

Velvet bean
Thus, in Honduras velvet bean (Mucuna
pruriens) is reporled to contribute some 60
kg N/ha. An experiment in Bolivia even
yielded 15 tons of green matter. Brazilian
leading researchers achieved maize
yields of up to 6.800 kg/ha without any
other external N-input but from the velvet
bean. Farmers prefer to plant the velvet
some two weeks later than the main crop,
often maize. This enables the maize to
establish itself before the prolific growth of
the velvet sets off. The velvet crop produc-
es large amounts of seeds that farmers
often do not harvest. They prefer to let the
crop regrow spontaneously the second
year. In that case the rapid growth of the
velvet can easily smother the crop so
weeding is necessary. However, if one
wants to take advantage of new cover, the
velvet has to be established again. Either
one leaves during weeding some 1-2
plants per square metre or one takes out
all velvet plants and plants anew. Velvet is
also used when tvvo crops are grown in
one growing season. Basic element in all
velvet bean management is that the velvet
does not overgrow the standing crop.

Weed control
Trials by the International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture in South-Benin have
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shown that M. pruriensvar. utilis is able to
effectively control the spread of the weed
grass lmperata cylindrica. First the
lmperata is slashed, then the velvet bean
rs sown at a spacing of 80x80 cm (some
1 5,000 plants per ha, about 1 5 kg of seed)
with one seed per pocket. lmperata shoots
that reproduce immediately after germina-
tion of the velvet bean, should be slashed
after three weeks when the velvet seed-
lings have 3-4 leaves. Although the
lmperata will continue to reproduce new
shoots, the velvet bean will use them as
support to quickly develop a dense cano-
py. The lmperata leaves, devoid from light,
start to exhaust their own root system for
respiration purposes. Early planting in the
first season proved to be more successful.
During the dry season the velvet bean dies
off. The next year preferably a fast grow-
ing tall crop should be planted directly into
the mulch without burning the velvet cover.
This limits regrowth of both lmperata and
velvet. Consequent hand-weeding is
needed but does not seem to be an addi-
tional labour burden for the farmers as it
coincides with normal field preparations
and first weeding in the respective crop.

Runner bean
This climbing legume (Phaseolus coccin-
eus) is extensively cultivated as a food
crop in Central America at high altitudes
(1,400 - 2,000 m) and with sufficient rain-
fall. lts origin has been traced to the high-
lands of Mexico. lt is almost exclusivelv
intercropped with maize. lts growth cycle
exactly coincides with that of maize. The
food value will make it difficult to promote
runner Dean as a pure green manure crop
because farmers do not like to deny them-
selves a bean harvest by ploughing under
the crop in its immature green state.
However, the crop performs as such due
to its N-fixation, soil cover, and production
of biomass that can be recycled after har-
vest. The latter is especially important in
the more humid areas where nutrients can
be better stored in the vegetation than in
the soil. Farmers surely appreciate its
resistance to common pests such as leaf-
hoppers (Empoasca spp.), flee beetles
(Epitrix spp.), and cutworms (Fetta subter-
ranea), that damage common Dean
(Phaseolus vulgaris) much more heavily.
This may explain why in recent years the
price of runner bean has rised steadilv.

How to grow
Runner bean is planted by farmers in two
different systems. In the first System the From,Managemenrpracricesroworkwlhvetvet
beans are planted in plants holes 1.5 bean'in covir Crop News, No S.
metre apart (4444 plants per ha). Two to
three maize seeds are ptanted in hotes.l i:;,til:il|tilJJ:',il;?,?"?."3#?Sf:?:1?..?
metre apaft. In the Other System maize iS lniJmacional de Informacion sobre Cuttivos de
planted in rows (1.2x0.35 m) with two cobertura(lnternationat covercropctearinghouse)

seeds per hole. Runner bean is simultane-
ously planted by putting one seed in eve-
rythird hole in the row and every other row
of maize. lt produces a tuberous root that
can survive for 4 years. Every year it
sprouts from the root that does not with-
stand light. Therefore, farmers growing
runner beans either plough with extreme
care or do not plough but plant maize with
the traditional stick known as'barreta'.

Performance
Some agronomists indicate low yields but
farmers with extensive experience are of a
different opinion. Yields appear to be pro-
portional to the planting density.
Moreover, once the tuberous root has
established, the crop produces more each
year. Runner bean's potential for sustain-
able agricultural development has been
largely overlooked by scientists.
Therefore, we need to gather more infor-
mation about its performance under orac-
tical conditions such as planting densities,
biomass production, effects on weed
growth, yields, N{ixation and nodulation,
or field management. Close contact with
farmers is a prerequisite to bring out
realistic limitations and opportunities.
Farmers should also be involved in exoeri-
mental research.

T
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To help Central American farmers kick the pesticide habit we started a
biological pest control course aimed at farmer-extension workers, who work
directly with tarmers in remote areas. As we explain in our course, biological
control is when a living thing eats, kills, or cripples a pest so that it can,t
reproduce. Our basic idea is to start with what people know and build on it.
Farmers are intelligent, creative, knowledgeabte people, who do a lot of
experiments on their own.

Jeffery W. Bentley

Restoring the natural labour order

Learning ab
Agronomist Jose Velez captures wasps to show
famers that the wasps carry insect prey.

Pesticides generate pests
Many Honduran farmers mistakenly
believe that all insects are pests. "What do
you mean?" I asked one farmer when he
mentioned the idea to me. "Well, if it's out
there, it has to be living on something, so
I figure it's eating my corn." Many other
Honduran farmers have told me that if they
don't apply insecticides they won't harvest
anything.

Paradoxically, the farmers know that the
more insecticide they apply, the more
pests they have, but they see themselves
as helpless victims of the agrochemical
companies. They think the pests are spon-
taneously generated by the pesticides
themselves. As one farmer said "An air-
plane is very heavy, but it can fly. lf there
are people smaft enough to make an air-
plane fly, there are people smart enough
to figure out how to put pests in chemicals.
The first pests were hidden in the chemi-
cal fertiliser. Then we had to buy insecti-
cide. That insecticide had another pest in
it, so we went to the store and fas/ they
had the solution for that one too, but it had
another pest in it, and so on." Small farm-
ers in Honduras realize that they are get-
ting hooked on pesticides, even though
they don't understand that the chemical
dependency comes from insecticides
which kill off the natural enemies of the
pests and breed resistance in the pests
themselves, often creating pests out of
incidental herbivorous insects.

Understanding life cycles
Many farmers don't know that their main
pest in maize, an armyworm (Spodoptera
frugiperda) is the offspring of a moth. Most
think the armyworm is spontaneously gen-
erated by the maize plant. Because a lot of
farmers have raised bees, we start by get-
ting them to tell us how bees reproduce.
Then we use their style of talking, and by
analogy and open discussion we discuss
wasps, ants, flies, beetles, moths, and
then cockroaches, earwigs, grasshoppers
and true bugs: moving progressively from
what they know well to what they know
less about. The farmers need to know
about insect reproduction to understand
where insects come from, and how they
wage a fierce battle of survival, with the
natural enemies often wiping out the her-
bivores before they become numerous
enough to damage the crops. We ask

e began by learning about how
local farmers perceive insects
and how they control pests.

Now we are helping them validate tradi-
tional technology. We also fill in some gaps
in their knowledge, and in some cases clar-
ify misperceptions. We concentrate on lwo
things that farmers generally don't know:
how insects reproduce and what kills them.
We hope this will help farmers improve the
experiments they do on their own. Since its
beginning over 300 people have participat-
ed out of whom 60 were women. We are
starting to take the course on the road, giv-
ing it in the rural communities, away from
the small college where we are based
whereby we hope to increase the number
of women. Although based in Honduras,
we are expanding to other.countries.

Our college (Escuela Agricola
Panamericana, El Zamorano) has had an
IPM programme for small-scale farmers
since 1984, and we designed a biological
pest control programme especially for sub-
sistence farmers of Central America,
including farmer-extension agents.
Because our expertise is in pest control,
we work with NGOs, including World
Neighbors and Catholic Relief Services,
which provide a more holistic rural devel-
opment programme with local farmers as
extension agents. Although we cannot
make follow-up visits to all of the partici-
pants, our agronomists spend most of their
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time visiting these farmer-extension
agents to help them discuss the new ideas
with other people.

Most of the farmers we work with have
small holdings (roughly one hectare), often
in semi-arid areas with a distinct dry sea-
son from Novemberto May and fragile, hill-
side soils. They all raise maize and beans
for home consumption, and cassava, cof-
fee, citrus, sugar cane, vegetables, some
cattle, pigs, and chickens. Most farms sell
at least some products.

Learning from farmers
The course and the follow-up visits give us
a chance to learn from the farmers: the
value of native crop varieties, agronomic
practices like ploughing with oxen, curing
grains in smoke or in the sun to prevent
insect attacks, botanical insecticides, and
much more. Country people have taught
us a lot about bees and social wasps. They
also tell us about the pest problems they
can't solve, which gives us ideas for orient-
ing the research agenda of senior scien-
tists on the experiment station.

Although we respect local knowledge a
great deal, we do not romanticize it. No one
knows everything, and the course material
is chosen to help fill in critical gaps in
farmers' knowledge. Farmer-extension
agents who take the three to five day
course return to their communities with
new and valuable ideas.
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out biological pest control
farmers if there is anything which kil ls or
eats insects, and they tell us about birds,
toads and a few other verlebrates, but
they rarely mention insects. We encour-
age them to continue traditional practices
of scaring birds from maize fields when the
birds pull up seedlings, instead of poison-
ing them, so the birds can come back later
to eat pests. We explain that, just as they
manipulate the birds, they can manage
insects which are the natural enemies of
pests. We reveal how wasps, ants, ear-
wigs and some kinds of true bugs
(Hemiptera) prey on insects.

Seeing is believing
Seeing is believing, so we spend a lot of
time in the field with the farmers so as to
notice insect predators eating pests.
Everyone spends 15 minutes alone simply
observing the insects on a single plant.
Later we get together and ask if anyone
saw one insect eating another. Usually at
least a couple of people have, and then
they get quite excited telling the others
how they saw ants or a mantis or some-
thing else attacking a pest insect. We cap-
ture social wasps (Polybia occidentalis)

with a net as they return to their nests with
their prey. We ask the farmers to identify
the prey. Often the reaction comes: "Hey,
that's the armyworm!" Then we sit and
count wasps coming in for a while, and fig-
ure out with the farmers how many cater-
pillars the wasps can capture in a day.

We show farmers that ants caoture cater-
pillars. Surprisingly, most farmers have
never noticed this before. They only think
of ants as pests, because fire ants
(Solenopsis geminata) dig up their vege-
table seeds. So we suggest them to use
rice instead of malathion to orotect their
seeds: just sprinkle raw rice grains (or any
other grain) around the planted vegetables.
The ants orefer the rice and don't bother to
dig up the vegetable seeds. The ants wil l
return later to prey upon pests.

Positive parasitism
Parasitism is slightly harder to make vis-
ible, partly because the parasitoids are
often quite small, and partly because of
the comolicated relationship between the
life cycle of the insect victim and its para-
sitoid. We tell how parasitoids, i.e. special-
ized wasps and flies kill the pests by lay-

ing their eggs inside the eggs, larvae or
pupae of the pests. As an exercise we
capture armyworms and their eggs and
put them in bottles. After a few days the
farmers are able to see that flies and tiny
wasps emerge from most of the army-
worms. Because so many of the army-
worms are parasitized by wasps or flies,
few of the caterpillars develop into adult
moths.

Near the end of the course we empha-
size how insecticides kill off the natural
enemies of pests, as well as the pests.
The farmers are so famlliar with animal
breeding that they readily grasp the notion
that insecticides first kil l  the non-resistant
pests, thus stimulating the development of
resistant pests. These conclusions help
farmers understand how pesticides often
create worse pest problems than they
sorve.

During the course we discuss experi-
ments of other farmers and encourage
them to talk about practices they have
invented. We have brainstorming ses-
sions where they mention experiments to
try on their own land when they get home.

Farmers experiment
The first results have been very encourag-
ing. While only 7"/" of the participants has
an idea of insect oarasitism before the
course, 93% understands the concept
afterwards. With other key concepts, like
insect diseases and predation, similar
high rates of learning were documented.
One of the instructors has been visiting
some of the farmers to see what experi-
ments they have done based on these
new ideas. lt was found that many farmers
have tried at least one of these tech-
niques. Half of the farmers quit using
chemical pesticides. while 26% has modi-
fied one of the practices and 47"k has
invented a new technique, based on a
synthesis ol their and our ideas. These
farmer experiments include controll ing
caterpillars (Mocis latipes) in maize with
chickens, placing a box of potatoes over
an ant hil l  so that the ants could clean out
the worms that had dug into the tubers,
moving wasps nests nearer to the fields,
moving ant nests onto fields, moving lady
bird beetles (Coccinelids) onto a field and
using blocks of raw sugar to attract new
ant colonies.

Jeftery W. Bentley, Zamorano, PO Box 93,
Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
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Integrated control to combat Striga.

Just like harmful insecticides, Strigacan be a true pest. Here too, integrated
can play an important role.Strga preters light sandy soils of lowerfertility, high
low moisture conditions: in many instances the conditions that farmers in n
working under! From a human point of view it can be really classified as a no
destroy harvests up to 90%. lts numerous seeds are light (1 kg may contain
and spread by the wind. Seeds may remain dormant for some 20 years. Th
so it directly feeds on the host plant. lt appears above the ground when it is i

Just fike harmful insecticides, Strigacan be a true pest. Here too, integrated control measures
can play an important role.Strga preters light sandy soils of lowerfertility, high temperatures and
low moisture conditions: in many instances the conditions that farmers in marginal areas are
working under! From a human point of view it can be really classified as a noxious weed: it can
destroy harvests up to 90%. lts numerous seeds are light (1 kg may contain 270 million seeds)
and spread by the wind. Seeds may remain dormant for some 20 years. The plant is parasitic
so it directly feeds on the host plant. lt appears above the ground when it is 5-8 weeks old and
when it has established itself. lt breaks off easily at soil level when pulled and produces new
shoots which makes mechanical weeding (either by hand or ploughing) a rather doubtful activi-
ty in terms of effectiveness.

'Trap crops'are false hosts that stimulate St/,ga seed to germinate while being immune to its
parasitism. 'Catch crops' are crops that induce germination and that are parasitised but which
are destroyed before the parasite is able to produce seeds.

Musselman (1987) and Kim (1992) give a full account of the state of knowledge on chemical
control. Biological control is still in its initial stage, although some information on useful insects
and pathogens can be acquired from Bashir (in Musselman 1987). Integrated techniques sp+
cific to site and Stiga species otfer the most promising solutions in control. Necessary steps in
given circumstances are:
. Description of the land-use system and species involved.
. Analysis of the main hosts and the extent and degree of infestation.
. CosVbenefit analysis to select the most appropriate control measures.
In the last step field trials with serious participation of the farming community is a prerequisite to
come up with feasible solutions.

From'Combating parasitical weeds'. In: AT Source, Vol 20, No 2, 30-33.
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Choco is backward according to poverty
standards. The region is dominated by its
river systems and rain forest ecology. The
climate varies between the very humid
and super humid tropics. The population
settles along the rivers, where their main
sources of l ivelihood are fishing, agricul-
ture and small domestic animals, and
mining (gold, platinum). The principal
objective of production is to guarantee the
continuation of the household system.
Making profit is important, but not the driving
force of productive decision making.

Division of work
Family labour is used to exploit all the rich-
ness of the environment in terms of fish-
ing, hunting, agriculture and animal pro-
duction, collection of forest oroduce and
mining. The main agricultural season is
from March to October, during which the
annual crops are grown (rice, maize).
From November on, the level of the river
declines and fishing, mining, hunting and
cutting wood and palms become more
important. Plantain cultivation is a conti-
nuous activity, but is less important during
the period when annual crops demand
major time investment (Leesberg 1987).
There is little specialisation of work from
farm to farm. However, there is a sexual
division of labour in different activities at
the farm level. Specialised female jobs are
production and processing of sugar cane,
domestic activities, daily fishing.
Specialized male jobs are cutting trees
and palms, hunting at night, construction
work, preparation of the soil for agricultur-
al purposes. Women perform 45% of the
agricultural labour, men 55%. Fishing,

hunting, mining, livestock production etc.
are activities that involve both male and
lemale labour. The average female wor-
king day is about twice as long as the aver-
age male working day (Leesberg and
Valencia, 1987).

How to register labour
To better understand these complex pro-
duction systems, the project researchers
carried out a study which focused on
labour allocation: how do members of the
families divide their t ime over the various
productive and domestic activities, during
different seasons? Obtaining such infor-
mation would help the project to get a bet-
ter idea of the possibilities and constraints
farmers faced with regard to the new rice
technology the project was introducing. lt
was decided to concentrate on the major
agriculturai season, since the project's
activities coincided with the productive
activities in this period of the year. A regis-
tration method had to be developed which
would be attractive to the target popula-
tion, so that they would be motivated to
continue registering during several
months.

The idea came up to develop a 'regis-

tration game'which people could operate
themselves. Three things had to be meas-
ured: male, female and child labour, type
of labour used (family labour, exchange
labour or paid labour), and quantities of
produce used and obtained (sowing and
harvesting). Investigations were initiated
to find out what could be used as the unit
of time, what kind of logic the local games
used, and how people interpreted dra-
wings. The project artist went along to

1,..

Playing with labour
Understanding pafterns of labour
investment, as well as the changes

caused by the introduction of a new
technology, are crucial tor a better

understanding of tarmers' reasons to
adopt, adapt or reject such a

technology. In complex production
sysfems these patterns are often

difficult to unravel. The DIAR project
in Colombia developed a simple but

reliable method to register labour
al location patterns of smal l-scale

producer families. It is a self-
reg istration syste m, spec if ica I Iy
developed tor the illiterate target

farmers of the project. This system
enabled the project to obtain quite
precise information from 17 target

families over a period of six months.
It enabled the tamilies concerned to

reflect on their own production
strategies, and they said it was tun to

play this 'registration game'.

July Leesberg and
Emperatriz Valencia

he DIAR project (Desarrollo
Integral Agricola Rural), initiated
by the Colombian and Dutch

Governments, and realized by the CODE-
CHO (Corporation para el Desarrollo del
Choco), tried to generate and work with a
flexible model for integrated rural develop-
ment in a rainlorest area of Colombia. The
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show drawings and to ask what people
saw, and reversely, to ask people to draw
figures so that he would understand the
perceptions of the target group.

How the game worked out
Seventeen families parlicipated in the six
months registration exercise. The game
players were enthusiastic: they immedia-
tely recognized the images and they l iked
the colours. They also l iked to see their
activit ies shown on the board. Once a
week they were visited by a research
assistant of the project. These assistants
copied the data registered on the board on
forms, designed to introduce the data into
the computer.

Cross-checking with other methods of
labour data collection (observation and
interviews) showed that this method was
highly reliable, and that it was particularly
suited for obtaining data on repeating acti-
vit ies, l ike perennial cultures, f ishing and
domestic activit ies. These activit ies are
not remembered in great detail and there-
fore more diff icult to register with other
methods, l ike for instance interviewinq.

Better insights
When they evaluated the game, the parti-
cipants explained that after a while men
had given up playing, leaving their wives
and children with the registration job,
which added to their daily obligations. Men
remarked however that they had never
realized the amount of work women had to
do. Only now that the cards were fixed on
the board they had learned the enormous
efforts that women had to perlorm each
day. Children tended to increase their acti-

. v o L U M E  8 . N O . 4 .

measure tor quantitr of harvested

plantain

How to use the board game. First put a card repre-
senting time investment on the wires of the con-
cerning activity. Then add a card reprcsenting
sddage/type of labour. Close the wircs.

D

-9
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vities like fetching water, because they
were eager to see themselves represen-
ted on the board. The game did generate
a lot of discussion among the families who
played it and other people in their commu-
nities. lt helped them to get a better idea of
their own production strategies. lt also
improved the discussion between the far-
mers and the researchers. Researchers
gained a more detailed understanding of
the logic of these complex production sys-
tems, the priorit ies of farming families and
the labour organisation within and
between families.

t
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The labour registration game

The game is composed of a portable case with handgrip, containing a colourful plastified board
game inside. On the board, images of the prevailing activities in the domestic and agricultural
spheres are drawn, each one in a box. The activities are placed in vertical lines underneath each
other, repeated seven times, but in different colours. Each vertical colour line represenls a day
of the week. Each box on the board is provided with a wire, on which playing cards can be fixed.
This prevents the playing cards from getting mixed up during travelling.

There are three sets of playing cards. Blue cards for time investment, yellow cards for types
of labour, and orange cards for quantities of sowing material/product. Each card is plastified, and
contains two holes for fixing it on the wires of the board.

The rules of the game
. Time investment has to be registered at lhe end of the day, by each member of the family

separately.
. Registration is done by combining one card represenling time span, one for ser:/age/type of

labour, and if necessary, one for quantity.
. This set of cards has to be fixed to the corresponding activity at the corresponding day of the

week on the board.
. Once each member of the family has registered his or her activities, the wires are closed, and

the game can be put away until the next day.
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The compost factory
simulation game

To secure its member farmers with a
constant supply of organic fertilisers
the tarmers cooperative Alayon sa
Banika (ALAB) (see page 6)
established a compost tactory. In the
beginning this project was
confronted with serious transport
and labour problems. Erik Simonides
explains how these problems were
resolved.

Erik Simonides

he idea evolved from the fact that
composting by farmers on the
farm is not enough to regenerate

the soil in a deteriorated area like Cebu
island. External organic inputs are need-
ed. The compost factory gets its organic
matter from 5 resources:
. bio-degradable waste from a local mar-

ket,5 km away
. slaughter house waste from a slaughter

house,6 km away
. rice hulls from a rice mill, 35 km away
. saw dust from a saw mill, 35 km away,

ano
. guano (bats dung) from a guano mine, 6

km away and not completely accessible
by road.

Transportation main bottleneck
For the transportation of materials, a cara-
bao chart was build, but it was too small
and too slow to reach the desired output of
70 tons of compost per year (equivalent to
210 tons of raw materials). Hiring a truck
seemed too expensive and ALAB decided
to cease operation until a truck could be

. v o t u M E  8 . N o . 4 .

afforded. But this dream would probably
never come true. The need for additional
compost was still obvious and discussions
started again. Soon it became clear we
lacked insight in the logistics of transpor-
tation. We decided to gain insight by
means of a simulation game.

The simulation game
On a table we drew a map of the compost
factory and the places of the resources
and their distances. Small pieces of plas-
tic of different colours served as a certain
amount of 'resource' and were placed at
their spots (e.9. a large heap of yellow pie-
ces at the sawmill). A number of small
plastic puppets (from a game) represen-
ted the labour force. A small boy's truck
reoresented the truck.
First we went over the composting pro-
cess and the time it takes. This was writ-
ten on the blackboard for reference. We
also calculated our maximum storage
capacity.
Rules for the game were:
. the composting process should be as

optimal as possible (no idle days for
compartments in the factory)

. maximum storage capacity for raw
materials cannot be exceeded

. since the truck will be rented by day, it
should be on the road as much as pos-
sible

. working days are 8 hours.

Then we started the game. All staff
members were participating. Soon it be-
came clear how difficult it is to break down
the process in different steps. But after
long discussions we managed to do so.
The preparatory work before the truck

could actually staft driving were far more
time consuming and labour-intensive than
any of us had ever thought of. In order to
let the truck run efficiently, we had to put
raw materials in sacks. This is time-con-
suming and 6 to 8 people would be need-
eo.

Assuming our preparations were accu-
rate, we found that hiring a truck for 1.5
days a month was satisfactory. This
meant that transportation would, in terms
of finances, not be a big problem. Also the
amount of labour needed to do the actual
composting was relatively small com-
pared to the amount of work to do the hau-
l ing.

Not transportation but labour
After the game, which took 2 days, we
evaluated the outcome. The bottleneck
was not in transpoftation, but in labour. A
team of 6 had to work 23 days a month to
do all the work. This also explained why
the first set up did not work. Farmers
would have to leave their farm for almost
three months before the compost could be
taken to the farm. lt would be more feas-
ible to sell the compost at the production
price and find a group of unemployed
people who would manage the factory.

Presently, sons of ALAB members are
will ing to invest t ime and labour in the
compost factory. They have started to
haul raw materials. They are not paid a
salary but will receive a share from the
sales of compost after three months. The
share is 50 pesos a day, the normal sala-
ry people get for unskilled or semi-skilled
jobs in this area. The cost price of one bag
of compost (50 kgs) is approximately 100
pesos. This is quite reasonable, consider-
ing the nutrient content (2-2-2) and the pri-
ce of commercial compost (150 pesos for
50 kgs). The maximum output is 90,000
kgs a year, enough to supplement the
needs of 30 to 60 farmers. At present,
availability of raw materials is more a prob-
lem, especially market waste, due to the
uncooperative attitude of the municipality.

Erik Simonides
P.O. Box No. 7463, Domestic Airport Post Office,
Lock Box 1300 Domestic Rd., Pasay City, Metro
Manila, Philippines

This article was published before in: Organic Matters,
Quarterly journal on Philippine Low Eldernal Input
Agriculture, Nr.1 1, June 1992.
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I started my farm 'Kalpavruksha' in

I South Gujarat about 40 years back.
I At that time the use of agrochemicals

was just starting to spread in India. Like
most other farmers, I abandoned my
father's traditional farming methods and
adopted the conventional or chemical
farming methods. First, I believed chemi-
cal farming to be a superior scientific
method. My farm was even used as dem-
onstration farm and scientists of Bombay
and Poona followed my results. But as I
was very fond of experimentation I careful-
ly analysed what happened. At the end of
the third year, I realised that I was spend-
ing more and more to get less and less.
For that reason I decided to exoeriment
with organic farming and started on a
small plot on which the use of chemicals
was totally stopped. Initially, there was fur-
ther fall in production but farm orofits were
higherthan before due to savings on costs
of inputs. Each year I converted more
acreage to organic farming. Steadily, both
the soil and production improved. External
inputs of organic matter were gradually
reduced. Now, my farm is already 32
years completely free of chemicals. By
carefully observing nature I developed a
system of Natural Farming which is very
productive while conserving the natural
resource base. Although there are similari-
ties in spirit and philosophy with Natural
Farming as developed by Mr. Fukuoka (see
box on Fukuoka), who in 1990 visited my
farm, I developed my way of farming direct-
ly from nature. My farm is my university!

'Sanghavi ' farm

Five years ago, Ashok Sanghavi, inspired
by the results of my way of farming, asked
me to help him start a farm on land which
he bought nearby my place. On 'Sanghavi'

farm we now try new techniques of Natural
Farming (see box on new way of coconut
farming). On this farm a training centre is
being built to help other farmers to adopt
their farms to Natural Farming. Trainings
will be conducted in local languages,
Gujarati, Marathi and Hindi. Both farms are

Planting coconut trees my way

Normally, coconut trees are planted on 7.5m
x 7.5m basis. I discovered that by planting
the trees two by two on the north-south axe,
leaving 0.5m resp. 7.0m between the trees
in the row and leaving 15m between the
rows, trees get the same amount of sunlight
as when planted in the conventional config-
uration. Benefits of such plantation are:
. Per acre 84 trees can be planted against

70 in the normal method.
. Because of the two trees being together,

expenses can be saved tor maintenance,
planting, watering, etc.

. On the vacant land of 15m between the
rows of trees, vegetables and pulses and
also bananas can be planted which con-
siderably increase productivity of the land.

d

L

Mr. Save's way of
Natural Farming
Based on carefully observing nature and some forty years of experience,
Mr. Save developed his way of Natural Farming. This balanced way of farming
leaves important aspects of farming such as tillage, fertilisation, weeding and
pest control as much as possible to natural processes. According to the
authors a lot of hard work has become unnecessary and relatively high
production and income are obtained. But even more important, this way ot
farming conserves the natural resource base and guarantees food security
also tor future generations. ln this article Mr. Save explaines the principtes on
which he built his orchard tarm.

Bhasker Save and Ashok Sanghavi

t

managed on the basis of 6 principles which
I found to be important for Natural Farming.

Earthworms for tillage
In an orchard the soil needs no ti l l ing. Only
in the first year initial tilling is necessary to
remove medium and large size rocks and
to facilitate spread of roots. Subsequent
tilling is harmful as it cuts off the roots.
Instead effective tilling can be carried out
by earthworms who work free of charge.
Therefore, it is most imponant to create
the right environment for the earthworms,
ie. dark, moist, well aerated surroundings
with an abundance of organic matter. This
may be achieved by means of organic fer-
ti l iser, mulching, providing ground cover of
vegetables, legumes, or at least letting the
weeds grow and by shading. In such con-
ditions, the earthworms will usually come
and multiply on their own. Sometimes,
earthworms can be bought from a vermi-

composting farm. However, often these
are man u re worms (E isen i a foetid a) which
only survive in compost heaps. In
orchards, species are needed which dwell
in the soil and are adapted to the local con-
ditions (see box on vermiculture biotech-
nology). Buying earthworms or even ver-
micompost with earthworm cocoons has
often led to considerable linancial loss
which may make farmers unnecessarily
dishearted about Natural Farming. lf irri-
gation is used (also drip irrigation) earth-
worms will stay active the whole year
round, even during a long dry season.

Organic replaces chemical
To enhance soil life, especially earth-
worms, all kind of organic manure can be
used. Organic manure spread on the soil
will be eaten by earthworms and disap-
pears within a few months during the rain
season.
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\ll Save (with scart), Mr. Sanghavi (far right) and
friends in front of coconut tfees grown two by two
at 'Sanghavi' fam.

In 'Kalpavruksha' 
farm most organic

matter applied comes from internal sourc_
es: crop residues, leaves, weeds and
especially biogas slurry. As external
inputs, I use about 1.5 tons of organic
manure mainly cow and poultry waste,
about 3 tons of municipal garbage and
about 14 tons of silt obtained from the bot_
tom of a nearby pond.

Feeding soil l i fe, not plants
Both organic manure and irrigation water
are kept at a certain distance from the
plants. Manure is not the food of the plants
but it is the food of soil life. These oroan_
isms make the soil rich in humus. N-pX.
micronutrients and other vital substances.
Humus enables the soil to absorb and
retain moisture and prevents leaching of
plant nutrients. Both moisture and plant
nutrients are sucked by the roots and
transported to the leaves. Trees are irri_
gated at a certain distance from their
trunks. Organic manure is applied on the

sides of the trenches or in the trenches in
the case of biogas-slurry.

When plants are nourished this way,
they develop strong roots which protect
them against strong winds. Secondly,
because no chemical fertilisers are used,
they do not become thirsty. In my farm the
trees need only 30% of the irrigation water
as compared to the amount normallv used
in gravity irrigation. Since the trench-es are
well mulched and earthworm activitv is
high, absorption of water is rapid, and
evaporation losses are greatly reduced.
During monsoon, excess water in the oor-
ous soil drains away into the trenches.

No monocultures
Nutrient rich excreta of earthworms near
the trenches provide a buffet for the
plants, each of which draws according to
its needs. Since all nutrients are abundant
in supply, it is not necessary to adjust to
the individual specific requirements of
each species. However, the position of
each species in relation to the trench is
imponant, as its roots should be able to
reach it. Thus, depending on the nature of
the plant, the appropriate distance to the
trench is chosen.

Short life, medium life and lono life

C-oconut (long life), banana and papaya (medium
Iife) intercropped in'sanghavi' farm.

1st bunch of bananas on tree
Second bunch
Third bunch
Fourth bunch

Total
We sold this at

Total income

Natural Farming way
18 kg
30 kg
25kg
15 kg
88 kg
2.50 per kg

Rs 220.00

Rs 154.00

Conventional way
25 kg
30 kg
20 kg

tree dies
75 kg

1.75 per kg

Rs 131.2S

Rs 105.00*

Rs 26.25

LESS expenses
Water, Labour, Transport Rs 66.00

Net protit per tree

Net profit per tree with ordinary price Rs BB.O0 Rs 26.25
* including additional expenses of fertiliser, pesticides and weeding

plants with respectively short, medium
and long root systems are planted togeth_
er in such a way that following the devel_
opment of the long life plants, the short life
and medium life plants can be harvested.
When starting a new orchard plot vegeta_
bles (short life plants), banana and papaya
(medium life plants) and chikoo or coconut
are planted together. After 3 months, veg_
etables are harvested, after two to threL
years banana is taken away and used as
mulch, leaving full space to chikoo or
coconut. Many other species of trees are
interplanted in lesser numbers.

Natural pest control
Plants nourished this way are very healthy
and develop strong resistance to diseases
so that pesticides are not needed. lt is not
that pests do not attack plants being
grown the Natural Farming way. They do-,
but they are kept under control biological_
ly in the sense that every pest would be
prey to another and not all such pests
would be harmful to the plants. pests like
spiders, red ants, some birds (eg owls),
etc do not harm the plants but they eat
away harmful pests and rodents. Some
types of plants like sweet neem (curry_
leaves, Murraya koenigii) help in control_
ling the pests. Also other natural methods
can be used, such as a mixture of one pad
of cow urine and eight parts of water to be
sprayed on the plants. plants need care
not cure!

. Plants grown this way cannot easily be
beaten in their race with weeds. Cince
weeds are deprived of sunlight they are
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'Kalpavruksha' 
farm

The farm of Mr. Save is situated.in Umbergaon region, the coastal zone of South Gujarat, tradi-tionally known for its orchards of chikoo lalbo cat6o sapodilla or sap ota, Manilkara achras) andcoconut trees. The land is nearly flat and receives about 2000 ,m r.ain from the south-westmonsoon from June to september. The soir has become very rich in soir rife, humus and prantteeding nutrients. Due to the many earthworms and other micro-organisms'soil structure hasbecome very porous providing.excellent drainage, moisture holding iapacity and aeration. Themaximum dept of the watenable is about 10 m.'Kalpavruksha'farm is about 14 acres, of which 10 acres are under tree crops, 2 acres forcoconut nursery, and 2 acres for field crops like rice, pulses, vegetables, etc. whi;h are mainlyused for_home consumption. M_ain market crops are chikoo (-about sso tieesj ano coconut(about 350 trees). Yearly, aboui 2o,ooo coconut saplings are raised and sold. Smaller numbersof banana, papaya, mango, jack{ruit, guava, areca-nut, custard appre, kara jamun, white jarr},
bul, drum-stick, curry{eaves, pepper, passion fruit, etc, are pranted in between. Further 2 cows,1 bull and 2 calves are kept.

Labour requirement is relatively low and well distributed over the year. The main part of thework is done by Mr. save and his son. Harvesting, washing and sorting of chikoos is crone by 3employed girls. The rady members of the famiry herp in supervising an-d keeping an account ofquantities sold.

. _Approximately 90% of the revenue of the farm comes from chikoo and coconut. The other1O7o a.o. from banana, curry leaves and honey.
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defeated and die. These dead weeds
should not be removed as they protect the
soil from strong radiation, prevents loss of
moisture and provide additional manure.

No hard labour
Natural farming relieves a large work force
from seasonal, irregular, laborious and
badly paid work. Also, we experienced
that quality and shelf life of crops grown
the Natural Farming way is much better as
compared to conventionally grown crops.
For that reason we get higher prices for
our products. For example, for bananas
we get Rs 2.50 instead of Rs 1.75 per Kg.
We are convinced that farming done the
Natural Farming way makes sound eco-
nomic sense. On an annual expense of
about Rs 50,000/-, my annual revenue is
more than Rs 500,0001, a profit margin on
costs of more than 900%. Aoart from
being ecologically sound, Natural Farming
can increase food production considera-
ble in an economically feasible and profit-
able way. Unless we move to methods
which renew soil fertility even while getting
maximum production from it, we cannot
hope to solve the problem of food for all
the people in the years to come. As I
always say: oil may last t i l l  2050, soil wil l
not!

r

Castings indicate the activity of earthworms
along the irilgation trenches. Eafthworms are one
of the keys to Natural Faming.

Further intormation can be obtained from Mr.
Ashok V. Sanghavi, 23A, Central Chowpatty,
Chowpatty, Bombay - 400 007, India.

Masanobu Fukuoka's way of Natural Farming

Fukuoka is the guru of Natural Farming in Japan, well known from his books ,The one straw
revolut ion'and'The natural way of farming'(Fukuoka 197g, resp. Fukuoka 19g5). Fukuoka's
method of farming emerged out of his conviction that nature knows best. The best way to grow
plants and trees is to imitate nature as closely as possible, that is, to grow plants and trees in an
environment which closely resembles their growing conditions in the wild- Once the proper nat-
ural environment is provided, nature will take care of the rest. In his vision Natural Farmrng goes
much further than organic farming in pursuing the way of nature. 'Natural Farming arises of itself
when a unity exists between man and nature. lt conforms to nature as it is. lt proceeds from the
conviction that if the individual temporarily abandons human will and so allows himself to be
guided by nature, nature responds by providing everything'. Fukuoka considers Natural farming
a way of living.

His farm consists of about 12.50 acres orange orchard mixed with many other tree species
and vegetables and about 1.25 acres rice and winter grain. Productivity and stability seem to be
higher than on comparable conventional farms in his neighbourhood and the ecological capital
is well kept. Four important differences with conventional farming are:
' No cultivation: no ploughing or turning of the soil. The earth cultivates itself naturally by

means of penetration of plant roots and the activity of micro-organisms, small animals and
earthworms.

' No chemical fertiliser or prepared compost if left to itself, the soil maintains its fertility nat-
urally, in accordance with the orderly cycle of plant and animal life. Fukuoka grows a legum;
nous ground cover of white clover, returns the crop residues to the fields and adds a little pouF
Iry manure.

' No weeding by tillage or herbicides: weeds play their part in building soil fertility and in bal-
ancing the biological community. As a fundamental principle, weeds should be controlled, not
eliminated. Straw mulch, ground cover of white clover interplanted with the crops and tempo-
rary flooding provide effective weed control on Fukuoka,s farm.

' No dependence on chemicals: nature, left alone, is in perfect balance, Harmful insects and
plant disease are always present but do not occur in nature to an extent which requires the
use of poisonous chemicals. The sensible approach to disease and insect control is to grow
sturdy crops in a healthy environment. Fukuoka grows his grain crops without chemicals of
any kind. On some orchard trees he occasionally uses a machine-oil emulsion for the control
of insect scales.

References
- Fukuoka M, 1 978. The one straw revolution. An introduction to natural farming. Emmaus: Rodale press.
- Fukuoka M, 1 985. The natural way of farming: the theory and practice ol green philosophy. Tokyo:
Japan Publication Trading Co Ltd.

Vermiculture biotechnology

Earthworms are one of the farmer's greatesl
allies: by decomposing organic matter, gen-
erating nutrient rich casts and opening
channels in the soil, earthworms improve
soil fertility and structure. There are many
different earthworm species with different
habits.
Some species inhabit organic matter lying

on the soil surface, where they eat fallen
leaves and other non-decomposed litter. An
example of this is the California redworm or
manure worm (Ersenra foetida), which is
used in vermicomposting. Vermicomposting
is the process of using eadhworms and
microorganisms to convert organic waste
such as manure or household refuse to val-
uable compost. This is being done in tem-
perate as well as in tropical countries on
household as well as industrial scale. Other
species live beneath the soil surface, where
they mix and aerate the soil as they make
extensive horizontal burrows. These spe-
cies eat soil and dead roots. Again other
species burrow vertically into the soil creat-
ing channels for drainage, aeration and root
groMh. These species feed on surface leaf
litter, manure, and other organic matter,
dragging the material into their burrows
before they eat it.
All three types of earthworms prefer cool

moist soil rich in organic matter, such as
found in moist grasslands and forests.
Materials with a low carbon to nitrogen (C:N)
ratio make a better food source than grass-
es, which have a higher C:N ratio. A soil pH
close to neutral favours worm populations.
Many farming practices, including frequent

tillage and the use of chemical fertilisers and
pesticides, have detrimental effects on
earthworms and their habitats. Werner and
other researchers (Werner and Dindal,
1989) are studying how practices can be
tailored to enhance worm populations.
Tillage seems to be the overriding factor
which lowers the earthworm population. lt is
difficult to find ways to enhance eadhworm
populations in either conventional or organ-
ically managed systems as long as tillage is
practised. Much remains to be learned
about eadhworms in agroecosystems.

As farmers become more and more inter-
ested in substituting low-external-inpul
practices for conventional management,
they may find that earthworms play an
important role in their efforts. From: Cathv
Baldwin, 1991 . The role of earthworms in
agroecosystems. The Cultivar, 9(1):5-6,
Agroecology Program, University of
California, Santa Cruz, California 95064.
USA.
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Ecological agriculture in China

CH

growth are the three pre-conditions for the
development of agriculture. The Ministry
of Agriculture set up 50 counties as mod-
el counties for the development of ecolog-
ical agriculture. Training is offered to the
leaders and technicians of these counties
each year. Institutions for ecological agri-
culture research were set up under the
Committee of Environmental Protection,
the Ministry of Agriculture and in collabo-
ration with the universities. Now, over
1200 vil lages or farms, more than 100
townships and 50 counties in China are
practising ecological agriculture. Some
examples follow below.

From red desert to green ocean
Multi-layer perennial plant communities in
some mountainous and hil ly areas, simu-
lating seasonal rainforest communities,
proved to be highly effective in erosion
control and soil fertility improvement.
Xiaoliang, a hil ly area in the southern
coastal part of Dianbai County,
Guangdong Province, had a hard course
in its development. Because of deforesta-
tion, the area used to be a "red desert',
with serious erosion. The highest temper-
ature on the land surface was 62.9.C. The
first mechanical methods of contour ter-
races, contour ditches and dams failed
due to soil erosion. Later, biological meth-
ods were introduced but only one tree spe-
cies was used, such as pine or eucalyptus.
So, soil protection was still incomplete.
After detailed investigations, biological
methods were combined with mechanical
methods and plant communities with vari-
ous layers and species were set up suc-
cessfully: the "red desert" has been
changed into a "green ocean".

Generally, successful plant communi-
ties in hilly and mountainous areas are
arranged according to altitude. They con-
sist of protected forest on upper parts,
orchards at medium elevations and culti-
vated land in valleys.

Mixed plantations
This system is arranged according to the
biological characteristics and the mutual-
ism of various plants. For example, rubber
tree and tea complexes in tropical China
are beneficial to both crop yields. Rubber
trees are planted in plots of 10-15 m by 2.5
m with one row of tea between two rows of
rubber. The tea can reduce soil erosion
and promotes the growth of the rubber
trees. Underthe shade ofthe rubbertrees,
the chemical composition of tea is gener-
ally improved. In Nanhai State Farm,
Hainan Province, the total income per
hectare from a rubber-tea complex was
30-40"/" higher than from a mono-rubber
or a mono-tea plantation.
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culture in Western countries. Firstly, exter-
nal inputs such as fertilisers and pesticides
are not totally refused. However, harmful
products or excessive use of inputs are
condemned. Furthermore, emphasis is put
on the process of nutrient cycling, biologi-
cal use of by-products and integrated pest
management. Secondly, ecological agri-
culture is not restricted to small farms only,
it can also be practised at the level of a vil-
lage, a township or a county even.

Farmers and government
Farmers in China have actively been
involved in exploring ecological agricultu-
ral systems in the past ten years. Systems
which showed their socio-economical
advantage as well as their ecological
advantage have the potency to spread
quickly among farmers. In South-China,
systems such as rubber-tea mixtures, bio-
gas systems, windbreak and shelter belt
systems, fish pond and field systems, high
bed-low ditch systems created by farmers,
are now widely used. The Chinese gov-
ernment recognised that a reasonable use
of natural resources, a healthy ecological
environment and the control of population

ho\.
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Red deserts turn
to green oceans

ln the past 30 years fertilisers and pesticides were introduced in chinese agri-
culture together with irrigation, machinery and new varieties. while both yieus
and commercial output trom agriculture increased dramatically, sustainibitity

of agriculture faces a great chattenge. soil erosion, desertificaiion, overgraziig,
deforestation, over-fishing, and soil fertitity decrease occurred in many-placei.
south-china is situated in the tropical and subtropical, humid monsoon area.

ln the early 1980ies ecological agriculture was proposed as an important
approach to solve the problem ot growing agricultural unsustainability.

Zhu Cheng-shan and
Luo Shi-ming

cological agriculture in China
emphasises long-term develop-
ment, which combines the best

practices of traditional Chinese farming
with the latest achievements in science
and technology. lt is not only concerned
with economic aspects of agriculture but
also with sustainability of society and envi-
ronment. The minimum goal for agricul-
ture is to be ecologically renewable, eco-
nomically viable and socially compatible.
Only those eco-agricultural systems,
which not only improve the environment,
but also improve net income on a rather
short term, can be promoted on a wide
scale. So, the appraisal of the efficiency of
the existing farmers' system, as a first
step, is usually a more effective way to
explore the opportunities for an adapted
system which can meet the criteria set for
ecological agriculture.

Therefore, the concept of ecological
agriculture in China is somewhat different
from the current concept of ecological agri-
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Other types of mixed plantations in
South-China are fruit tree-(young stage)
peanut, fruit tree-forage grass, or litchi-
tea.

Biogas
With the increase of the population, rural
energy supply faces a challenge. Due to
lack of other fuel sources than wood, farm-
ers have to cut wood for cooking, easily
leading to overexploitation and soil ero-
sion. They also burn crop residues, which
has a negative effect on the availability of
important nutrients for restoring soil ferlili-
ty. Biogas systems could protect the for-
est, save crop residues, increase soil
organic matter and improve agricultural
production.

A comparison of two adjacent villages
(Gaozhou County, Guangdong Province)
with and without biogas generators was
made. The vil lage using biogas saved
622.0 tons of firewood or grass each year.
It also saved 932.9 tons of rice and bana-
na residues each year that were then used
as animal feed or returned direcilv to the
field. Fuel-saving stoves are also Lsed in
many vil lages.

Intensified cropping
In South-China, because of high tempera-
ture and abundance of water resources, it
is very suitable to have a multi-cropping
system. In this region an average of only
0.04 hectare of land is available per per-
son. The increase of the cropping index
can not only increase production and net
income, but also improve the chemical
and physical property of soils and reduce
the damage caused by insects, weeds
and diseases. The most popular rotation
systems are: rice-rice-vegetable, peanut
rice-vegetable, rice-soybean-sweet pota-
to, rice-rice-green manure and sugar
cane-peanut.

Rice has a beneficial effect in the rota-
tion systems. Few weed species and soil-
borne pests can survive in both sub-
merged and dry conditions. Under water in
the paddy field, both the decomposition
rate of organic matter and soil erosion
were reduced. The nitrogen lixing rate
increased.

Fish pond and field
These systems are mainly used in the
Pearl River Delta of Guangdong province.
In lowland areas, because of a high water
table, the growth of crops is inhibited. By
digging fish ponds in lowland areas, the
field surface is raised (figure 1). The fish
ponds range from 0.1 to t ha in size with
a depth of 1 to 2 m. In the fish ponds, var-
ious fishes are raised. On the elevated
fields, mulberry is the most common crop,
while other crops include sugar cane, ele-
phant grass, bananas, orange, l i tchi, f low-
ers and vegetables. Many farmers raise
ducks and pigs along the fish ponds. In
this way, the formerly unproductive areas
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become ideal for both fish and crop pro-
duction.

High bed-low ditch systems
These systems are mainly practised in the
alluvial plains of the Pearl River Delta.
Farmers dig 0.6 to 1.5 m deep ditches and
make 1 .2to7 m wide beds (figure 2). The
water stays in the ditches ready for the
production of rice, tish or snails. On the
high field beds, vegetables, upland crops
or fruit trees are planted. Comparative
research by Luo (1991) showed that high
bed-low ditch system can promote the
growth of roots. Low ditch systems help to
reduce soil erosion and to preserve nutri-
ents and organic matter.

Shelterbelts and windbreaks
To protect crops from damage by
typhoons in the rainy season and cold
spells in early spring and late fall, shelter-
belt systems were first set up in the late'l 950ies along the southern coast of
China. The main tree species in shelter-
belts along the sandy beach is Casuarina
equisetifolia Linn. ln the coastal plains, the
main species used in the windbreak net-
work, which is perpendicular to the prevail-
ing wind direction, is Metasequoia glyp-
tostroboides. Many fruit tree species and
other economic species can be used for
the auxil iary belt, which is parallel with the
main wind direction.

Investigations in 1979 and 1981
showed that the rice yield in protected are-
as was 24.4/" higher than in unprotected
areas. The rotting rate of rice seedlings in
the cold spell in late February to early
March of 1980 and 1982 declined by 30-
40% because of the windbreaks. Also the
direct economic return from shelterbelts is
high, because the auxiliary belts consist of

Fig 2 Several types of high bed - Iow ditch sys-
tems in South China.

fruit trees and other species with an eco-
nomic value.

"Green Food" production
Tea produced by Seagull Farm (Xuwen
County, Guangdong Province) won the
"Green Food" certificate from the Ministry
of Agriculture in 1990. This certificate is
granted to products grown in a healthy
environment and without use of toxic
chemicals during the whole production
period and postharvesting stage. On this
farm, pests are controlled by natural ene-
mies. Most of the nutrients in the tea plan-
tation originate from pig waste, sugar cane
leaves and leguminous plants. Chemical
fertilisers were used carefully. The price
for "Green Food" products was 20% high-
er than products from other farms. The
farm not only enjoys a high economic prof-
it, but also a sound environment for its
emproyees.

T
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KEEP tING

Upside down !
within the setting ol international agricullural research, some researchers fett

the need to put the user's perspective higher on the agenda. Together they formed
a network in sauth-East Asia t0 try and turn agricultural research and devblopment

upside down.

Virginia N. Sandoval and Bobert E. Bhoades

Starting in the late 1960s and into rhe mid-
1970s, international agricultural research
turned 0ut discoveries that were to revolution-
ise agriculture worldwide. The develooment of
high yielding varieties was accompanied bv
high use of external inputs. Varietal uniformr-
ty made the use of technological packages
more convenient and efficient, but also made
farmlands more vulnerable. The cost of these
innovations involved human sufferino and
degradation of the environment on 

-which

human life depends. The 'Green Revolution'
had focussed on productivity at any cost,
largely ignoring the users of the technology.

These developments called for another
sort of revolution in research perspective,
philosophy, and methods. A shift was needed
away from research based technology devel-
opment t0 farmer - or household - resoonsrve
development. Away from the supremacv of
Western scientific th0ught to an adaptive 1og-
ic which is sensitive to both opporlunities and
constraints at the farm level. Away from a
short-sighted to a more holistic appreciation
of the "user" (the person or grou p that will util-
ise the technology), the "non-usef' (the per-
son 0r group wno may not have access to the
technology but will be affected bv its use) and
the "used (the natural resourc-es on which
production depends and on which external
inputs may wreak their impact).

UPWARD's phi losophy
UPWARD, the User's Perspective with
Agricultural Research and Develooment
Network, emerged in the International patato
Centre Asia as a f ledgling network of
researchers dedicated to tu rning agricu ltu ral
research and development upside down. lt
was a response within the Phi l ippines and
spread over to re-direct research and devel-
0pment s0 that it may fruitfully benefit from,
and ultimately be of benefit to, users, improve
the lot of spare non-users, and be as benign
as possible to resources that are used. lts
crop concern is sweet potato which is more
of a subsistence than a cash crop, its focus is
on marginal ized, resource-poor households,
and its approach starts from the ground up.
From a concentration on households as units
of analysis, the vision was enlarqed to cover

the food system which would include all rele-
vant actors (and actresses) in the process -
from producers to processors and from dis-
tributors to consumers. What was deemed
important, was the centrality of the user,s
perspective at every stage 0f technology
development. At this point, the acronvm
UPWARD was coined to designate a network
which has as its principal focus not a com-
modity or crop, as is more commonly the
case in agricultural research, nor even a s0e-
cific group such as farmers, but rather on a
philosophy whose time has come.

An unusual birth
The UPWARD network was born within an
international agricultural research setting,
fathered by the International Potato Centre
and mothered by the Dutch Government. lts
history and position are unique in this sense
- a revolutionary concept nurtured in a setting
characterised by an overriding faith in science
and technology and impl ic i i ly guided by a
presumption that whatever is found suoerior
in the laboratories or controlled field exoeri-
ments will a priori be superior in farmers'
fields. Paradoxically, too, it u.,as born in a set-
ting more known for its highly organised net-
works of international germplasm nurseries
and trials than for struggling, informal groups
focused m0re 0n a philosophy than a com-
modity.

Making a good idea work
The network was formally launched in April,
1990 in an inaugural  meeting attended by
actual and prospective network members.
The participants represented what can be

Dung beel les wi l l  be rol l ing up the the-
mes again. When we publ ish a
Newsletter on a cerlain theme, we hope
that readers will digest it so thal new
ideas can emerge. In this section ,,Keep

Rolling" you have a chance t0 present
furlher information about themes high-
lighted in previous issues, thus giving
still more food for thought and action.

called a cross-section of agricultural research
and development. The bulk consisted of
researchers based at national or international
agricultural research agencies, doing basic or
applied work (or both) in the natural or social
sciences. But there were also professors.
research administrators, representatives of
NG0s and funding agencies, and policy mak-
ers. They came from all over Asia bringing
along their distinct cultural, as well as intel-
lectual orientations.

The inaugural conference paved the way
for identification of, and acquaintance
among, potential network members. While
Plucknett and Smith's article on "Networkino
in International Agricultural Research (1984j
emphasised the necessity of safeguarding the
"calibef' of participants UPWARD chose
instead to bank more on the promise and
interest of prospective network members.
Thus, by its willingness to fund young, inde-
pendent researchers who had not established
any"track record" (and, on the positive side,
not been type-cast), UPWARD also encour-
aged innovative research and novel
approaches to agricultural problems, unham-
pered by mainstream premises and assump-
tions. That, as a rule, UPWARD network
members did not have a reputation to lose yet
gave the whole endeavour a freshness and
electricity that is difficult to find elsewhere.

Networking activities
From the start, UPWARD took its role in insti-
tut ion bui lding in developing countr ies of Asia
very seriously by upgrading research capabil-
rty through hands-0n training outreach pro-
grammes and interdisciplinary workshops.
The necessity of a strong training component
followed from UPWARD's openness to differ-
ent levels and types of expertise. In order to
initiate talking points among network mem-
bers with diverse backgrounds, UpWARD
sponsored in 1 990 an In-Country Training as
well as a Regional Training on Farm
Household Diagnostic Skills. Participants in
these trainings then served as trainers them-
selves by organizing "echo seminars" in their
respective places of origin.

Developing human capacity internally
and influencing research directions and pub-
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lic policy externally, UPWARD actively initiat-
ed means of reaching out to non-network
members. UPWARD publishes a newsletter
cal led 'Notes f  rom the Field ' ,  descr ibing their
activities and research results and ann0unc-
ing plans and l ibrary acquisi t ions. In addit ion,
research rep0rts are currently being revised
and condensed for possible publication as
working papers.

In an effort to influence agricultural
research and development to take heed of
user's perspectives, UPWARD c0-sp0nsored
two regional conferences in 1990. UPWARD
gave out monetary awards and plaques for
"best papers". The papers, though not based
on research funded by UPWARD, were
characterised by a high level of scholarship
and at trre same time embodied the UPWARD
ph i losophy.

Simple,  f lex ib le  and going
Looking back, UPWARD's development has
not been spared from growing pains. Many
questi0ns and reservations have haunted
UPWARD s effofts from the start. ls this just
a social science network? Do you plan to
improve the yield of sweet potatoes? Do you
intend to increase demand for sweet potatoes
by educating consumers? Will you help
establish a processing {actory? But what d0
social scientists know about growing crops?
But sweet potatoes are so easy to plant, just
a matter 0f steeking it into the ground. But too
mucn sweet potatoes cause flatulence. But
there are technologies upon technologies
ready for release, what is lacking is exten-
sion... However, such questions and reserva-
tions have also helped keep network mem-
bers on their toes and opened avenues for
frank discussions, not to mention a little
propaganda here and there

UPWARD counts as one of its accom-
pl ishments the opening of an on-going dia-
logue between international and national sci-
entists, between natural and social screntists,
and between seasoned and young research-
ers - even, t0 a certain extent, between net-
works engaged in agricultural research. The
training activities of UPWARD have exposed
nati0nal technicians, natural scientists, and
m0re quantitatively - oriented social scien-
tists t0 alternative, holistic approaches in
doing research into agricultural problems. At
the same time, by discussing methods with
colleagues in other disciplines, social scien-
tists have themselves re-examined their
assumptions, t ightened their  arguments and,
where justif ied, modified their stand. In this
connection, an interesting phenomenon has
been observed at UPWARD: the crossing of
boundaries between disciplinary tur-fs such
as an entomologist doing research on indige-
nous classification and management practic-
es pertaining to insect pests, an agronomist
pr0moting"pot cul ture" of sweet potato
cutt ings among urban slum dwel lers,  and an
anthropologist designing "memory banks" to
complement gene banks. We call this "inter-
discipl inar i ty in one head".

Consolidating efforts
Looking forward, UPWARD must now con-
solidate its gains of the past two years.
Project orientation should gradually move
from basic to applied such that the impact of
inc0rp0rating the user's perspective into
research and development can be more c0n-
cretely dem0nstrated. As for its networking
activities, the need to institutionalise
UPWARD philosophy and approaches has
been repeatedly stressed. While flexibility
and spontaneity should be retained, subse-
quent stages should be characterised by
closer adherence to timeframes and goals.
Eventually, the initiative should be transferred
from the UPWARD core staff to the network
members themselves. Any progress in this
direction will be a step towards the institu-
tionalisation of UPWARD oersnectives in
nati0nal, and possibly even international,
researcn pr0grammes.

More than anything, what has attracted
and unified network members has been the
over-arching philosophy of user-sensitive
agricultural research and development. Also.
what has held people together is the autono-

my t0 pursue their own research interests
within the unifying framework. No time-table
and no goal-setting should take precedence
over this spirit of freedom and dedication in
research. lt is, in short, the network's lifeline.

Virginia Sandoval and Robert Rhoades c/o University of
Georgia,  Dept oI  Anthr0pology,  Batdwin Hal t ,  Athens,
Georgia 30602-161 I  USA.
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Food Always In The Home
ln the Philippines still some 20% of the pre-schoot poputation is tound to suffer from
severe or moderate underweight. Likewise l7% 0f the Filipino schoot chitdren tatt

below the standard weight lor their age. Especiatty malnutrition through deliciencies in
iron and vitamin A is taking its toll. This quatitative poor nutrition easily teads to irrepa-
rable damage to the brains. 0nly well-nourished chitdren can grlw t0 their physicat and

mental potential and tully benetit trom education opportunities.

Henrylito Tacio
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PCARRD (1988) claimed that backyard gar-
dening of vegetables and frui ts could help
alleviate the problem of malnutrition. lt has
been found that home gardening can reduce
by about 20o/o an average family's daily food
expenditures (Torres 1 985).  Considering the
high costs of vegetables and the rate of mal-
nutr i t ion in the Phi l ippines today, as wel l  as
in other Asian countr ies, home gardening
should be taken seriously by low-income
famil ies. With this background the non-gov-
ernmental Mindanao Baptist Rural Life
Centre (MBRLC) has developed since 1974 a
systematic way of gardening which is called
Food Always In The Home (FAITH). lt has
been reported t0 provide vegetables
throughout the year.  l t  does not bui ld upon
heavy inputs of costly fertil isers but empha-
sizes the use of locally available res0urces.
For FAITH gardening ten basic steps have
been developed:

. Step 1: Locate the best siteCriteria for an
optimal site include good water supply,
good drainage, good initial soil fertil ity,
sufficient sunlight and aeration.

. Step 2: Provide enough spacefo provide
enough vegetables each day for a family
of s ix some 100 m'are adeouate.

. Step 3: Prepare the plots thoroughly
Clean the site and save cut grasses and
weeds for composting later on. Dig the
land to a depth of 1 5-20 cm and pulverize
clods. lf necessary make raised beds (1 0-
15 cm above ground level) to provide
proper drainage.

. Step 4: Manure with composf Make com-
post baskets of wire or flexible bamboo
strips around stakes to make forms of at
least one f00t high. Plant seedlings 5-8
cm away from the baskets. Watering
should be done inside the baskets and
not directly to the plants.
Step 5: Plant 1/3 of the section to early
maturing vegetables Divide the garden
into three sections. Set aside this first
section for vegetables that you can har-
vest within 2-4 months such as tomato,
pechay (Chinese cabbage or Brassica
campestris and B. pekinensis), or sweet
corn. Do not plant the whole section but
keep half of it for relay planting.
Step 6: Plant another 1/3 to semi-annu-
ais This section can be exploited for veg-
etables with a maturity of 6-9 months
such as winged bean, bitter gourd,
cucumber, or ginger. Reserve again half
of the section for relay planting.
Step 7: Plant the remaining 1/3Hereyou
can plant year-round vegetables such as
l ima bean, pigeon pea, upland 'kangkong'
(water spinach or lpomoea aquatica), or'alugbat i ' (a local vegetable).  And of
course you reserve half of the area for
relay planting.
Step 8: Plant surrounding area to (semi-)
permanent cropsThe area that surrounds
the garden is well placed for fruit trees.
They contribute to the establishment 0f a

favourable micro-climate in addition to
the benefit of the fruit production.

. Step 9: Plant the reserved sections on
Irme Plant the relay crops in the f irst sec-
tion when the first cr0ps are flowering, in
the second section after 4 months and in
the third section after some 5 months.

. Step 10: Practise crop rotationfhis is to
maintain soil feftil ity and to prevent the
spread of pests and diseases.

Basket composting
The merits of compost are known and praised
by many a gardener. However, making com-
post stil l requires considerable amounts of
labour, especially when one wants to turn the
0rganic material 0nce 0r twice. Fanatic com-
post makers even turn heaps or pits three

More t ips'Harden' seedlings before transplanting them
by gradual ly exposing them to more sunl ight
0r more water stress. Cultivate or loosen the
soil around the plants to enable full root
development. Some crops such as okra, egg-
plant, bitter gourd, winged bean, string bean
or sweet pepper can be rejuvenated by cutting
them 15-30 cm above ground level.  Crops
l ike cucumber, bi t ter gourd, winged bean or
string bean need trellises for support.
Mulching is a 'must '  in the dry season t0
reduce unnecessary moisture loss.

FAITH gardening is not the final word in
family gardening. lt just gives a general over-
view of some outlines that can helo to
improve home gardening in order to provide
adequate food with minimum cost,  labour
and land ut i l izat ion. Ult imate shaping of your

The baskets
can he tilled

with home gar-
bage, garden

and larm
wastes, dung,

leaves, soil g
scrapings, ini_
short ail sortsE

of organic i
material. E

times. lt must be admitted that a very pleas-
ant and friable material is the result, but not
every gardener wants t0 spend so much time
on its production. As an acceptable compro-
mise, and especially for home gardening, the
basket method has been developed, practised
and proven to be well performing.

How does it work? Simole baskets of
some 30 cm high are made of bamboo and/or
wire. They are placed at regular distances in
the beds. Crops are planted at some 5-8 cm
from the outer rim of the basket. The baskets
can be fil led with home garbage, garden and
farm wastes, dung, leaves, soil scrapings, in
short all sorts of organic material. Put pre-
decayed material into the basket first while
f resh material is to be put last. When the bot-
tom material is almost decomoosed the croos
can be planted. Do not plant any crop into the
basket because they would not survive due to
the substances produced during decomposi-
tion. Regularly add new material onto the old
material. Water only the centre of the basket
so that readily soluble nutrients will seep into
the soil for uptake by the plant roots. After the
harvest you can spread the remaining organ-
ic material evenly over the bed.

garden wi l l  depend on local biological  c ir-
cumstances but also 0n your own prefer-
ences and interests. You are very welcome to
share your experiences.

Henryl i to Tacio,  MBRLC, P0 Box 94,  Davao del  Sur
8005, Phi l iooines.
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Soil-improving legumes:
methodologies for screening by
M Sarrantonio (199'l). Kutztown:
Rodale Institute, 1991 . 310 p.
ISBN 0 87857 989 3. Rodale
Institute, 611 Siegfriedale Road,
Kutztown, PA 19530. USA.
This handbook was designed to
helo researchers and extension
agents who work with farmers to
match the need for a soil-imorov-
ing legume in a farming system
with the very best legume for that
specific system. This handbook
is primarily for use by people
who are working in the field, with
minimal equipment and support
services. Although the research
approach is clearly scientific,
some farmer participation in on-
farm experiments is included.
The reader is guided step by step
through the fairly complex
research process. The impor-
tance of the subiect and the user-
friendly way of presentation
makes it a very useful book for
practical development of sustain-
able agriculture. (CR)

Sustainable mountain agricul-
ture. Volume 1. Percpectives
and issues. Volume 2. Farmers'
slrategies and innovalive
approaches by NS Jodha (1992).
Kathmandu: lClM0D, 1 992.
p.1 -389 ISBN 81 204 0620 6.
I nternational Centre for
Integrated Mountain
Development (lClM0D), cP0
3226, Kathmandu, Nepal.
lClMOD, the International Centre
for lntegrated Mountain
Development, based in Nepal, is
an international NG0. lt studies
agriculture, environmental man-
agement, infrastructure develop-
ment, and population and
employment in mountain areas.
The underlying 2-volume work is
one of the outcomes of research
done by the Mountain Farming
Systems Division of the Centre.
Mountain areas in the developing
countries face heavy population
pressure, resulting in environ-
mental degradation. Mountain
ecosystems are notoriously vul-
nerable. This book deals with the
question how to make farming
systems in mountainous areas
more sustainable. The first vol-
ume studies this ouestion in a

descriptive, general manner,
whereas in the second volume
numerous case studies are pre-
sented. The two volumes togeth-
er comprise over 800 pages, so
reading will likely have to take
place in an eclectic manner. (WB)

Dibble sticks, donkeys, and die-
sels: machines in crop produc-
t ion by JK Campbel l  (1990).
Mani la:  lRRl,  1990. 329 p. ISBN
971 104 188 5: US$ 19.55.
International Rice Research
Institute (lRRl), Publications
Department, P0 Box 933, Manila,
Phi l ippines.
This is a broad study of agricul-
tural mechanization, from simple
hand tools to soohisticated har-
vesters. lt provides the reader
not specialised in this field with
information needed to weigh the
advantages and disadvantages of
specific types of machines.
General economics of machinery
are discussed in a separate chap-
ter. Information on oroducers
and prices is not provided. The
information provided is rather
superficial, good to get an over-
view but not really interesting for
those who are practically
involved in improving farm
mechanization. (CR)

Biological nitrogen fixation and
suslainabilily of tropical agri-
cullure by K Mulongoy (1992).
Chichester: John Wiley, 1992.
488 p. ISBN 0 471 93560 3.
I nternational Institute of Tropical
Agriculture (l ITA), lbadan,
Nigeria.
The 43 papers presented in this
book probably provide a good
account of research activities in
the field of biological nitrogen fix-
ation in Africa. lmportant for per-
sons with specific scientific inter-
est in this field. (CR)

Tools lor agricullure: a guide to
appropriate equipment for
smallholder larmers with an
introduction by I Carruthers and
Marc Rodriguez (1992). London:
lTP,1992.238 p. ISBN 1 85339
1 00 X (pbk): t 30.00.
I ntermediate Technology
Publications (lTP), 1 03-1 05

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW N'IORE

Southampton Row, London
WC'lB 4HH. UK: Technical Centre
for Agricultural and Rural Co-
operation (CTA), Wageningen,
The Netherlands.
Already the fourth edition of this
usefulguide of '1967. This edition
was prepared jointly by the
English I ntermediate Technology

Development Group (ITDG) and
the French Groupe de Recherche
et d' Echanges Technologiques
(GRET). The different subdivi-
sions of agricultural equipment
are treated separately. Each
chaoter comes with a wealth of
drawings and addresses. Though
traditional tools figure in the text,
most drawings are of modern
equipment, possibly because of
the difficulty obtaining proper
drawings {or traditional tools.
There is a new chapter on Pest
Control and 0perator Safety, in
which there is hardly any men-
tion at all of protective equip-
ment. The chapter on beekeeping
is primarily concerned with mod-
ern hive beekeeping. As this edi-
tion is the outcome of a compu-
terized database, future regular
updating of the information can
be expected. What I miss, per-
sonally, is an indication, however
rough, of the price of the various
tools. Surely, such information
can be obtained at the same
occasion as technical informa-
tion? (WB)

Possibili l ies of mechanization
in sustainable agricullure in lhe'Third World": use and prob-
lems of implements and aids
which make the work on small-
holdings easier by H Reetz
(1989). Stuttgart: FAKT, 1989.46
p. Association for Appropriate

Technology, Gdnsheidestrasse
43, 7000 Stuttgart, Germany.
Appropriate tools are needed to
ease the workload of smallhold-
ers and to distribute labour oeaks
throughout the agricultural calen-
dar. This book presents a survey
of the use of such imolements. lt
also mentions work orocedures
that aim at optimizing the effec-
tiveness of the tools (adapted
from Regina Radtke (1991).
Sustainable Agriculture: A
Selection of Handbooks for
Practitioners).

McRobie G (ed.) (1990). Tools
for organic farming: a manual ol
appropriate equipment and
trealment. London: lTP, 1990.
77 p.:il l., tab., 2 app.
tsBN 1 85339 009 7.
I ntermediate Technology
Publications, 103-105
Southampton Row, London
WC1 B 4HH, UK.
This manual builds on selections
from Tools for Agriculture, with
the emphasis on organic farm-
ing. There is a useful introduction
on environmental degradation as
a result of use of fossil fuels,
nitrates in ground water and pes-
ticide pollution. A chapter on
crop protection proposes a
choice of botanical oesticides
and a few biological control
agents (the latter probably diffi-
cult to import in most coun-
tries!). Weed control should take
place through an adaptation of
cultural methods, for which
some proposals are made. The
chapter on til lage shows a multi-
tude of various tools, virtually all
for hand cultivation and some for
animal-powered cultivation.
Useful equipment is proposed for
sowing, planting and -shamel!-
fertil izer distribution. There is a
manufacturers' index, but no
prices are given. (WB)

Hudson N (1992). Land hus-
bandry. London: Batsford, 1992.
192 p. ISBN 0 7134 5976 X:
t 30.00.
B.T. Batsford, 4 Fitzhardinge
Street, London W1H 0AH, UK.
Land husbandry is a term that
encompasses all interventions
working towards soil conserva-
tion. Some aspects are important
here:
- The increasing use of marginal
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lands, mountainous or semi-arid,
for agricultural production:
- The demands on productivity
per unit of land caused by popu-
lation Dressure.
New policies and strategies are
needed to react to these pres-
sures. Instead ol curative soil
conservation interuentions, more
emphasis should be put on
sound farming methods. Farmers
should become much more
involved in designing and adapt-
ing these farming systems.
Naturally, development coopera-
tion programmes should reflect
this change of emphasis and be
adapted accordingly. There are

: chapters addressing specifically
, the problems of soiland water
: management in semi-arid areas
, and on steep land. An important
, book by an authority in this field.
r (WB)

:
, Mothander B, Kjaerby F,
, Havnevik K (1989). Farm imple-
, menls lor small-scale larmers
: in Tanzania. Uppsala:
, Scandinavian Institute of African
: Studies, 1989.214 p.
i  ISBN 91 7106 290 4: t  10.95.
: Scandinavian Institute of African
, Studies, P0 Box 2126, 5-250 02,
: Uppsala, Sweden.

This book deals with hand- and
ox-drawn farm implements. lt is
based on a study carried out by
the Scandinavian Institute of
African Studies in Tanzania in
1983. Different areas in Tanzania
were visited and it was studied
how the ecology of the areas
influenced choice and manufac-
ture of the tools. There is special
attention for ox-drawn ploughs,
not only their manufacturing, but
also local repair facilities, a factor
often lost from view. A chaoter
concentrates on small-scale
industrial production, and the dif-
ficulties encountered by these
small enterprises during the crF

sis period of the early 1 980s. The
study analyzes how new farm
implements are introduced and
further developed locally. The
authors conclude that most new
introductions were rather irrere-
vant to farmers' needs. This is
due to the circumstance that
farmers were seldom consulted
on the desirability and conse-
quences of such technology
transfer. (WB)

TRRET
fory 2*

1. Food, Energy and Society by
David and Marcia Pimentel
(Edward Arnold, London) 1979,
165 pp. This book comes first
because it covers the gamut of
issues without being superficial.
Yet it is easy to read and still
chock-full of statistics and facts
on energy use in agriculture from
hunter-gatherer societies to
intensive grain & legume farm-
ing, including field operations,
fertil isers, processing, packaging
& transport, draught animal pow-
er, fish farming etc. The literature
is extensive and the analyses
deep. This is a systems-wide
view of energy use, including
energy used in all stage of input
manufacture.

2. Energy lor World Agriculture
by BA Stout (FA0, Rome) 1979.
This is another standard work
with facts & figures on analysing
gross energy use in agriculture,
including the manufacture of fer-
til isers and pesticides and farm
and irrigation equipment (though
only aggregated figures). There
are simplified examples oJ total
energy flows in US and European
farms vis-a-vis farms in India
and Senegal; and the impacts of
applying organic versus aftificial

feftil isers are summarised. The
potentials and limits of many
kinds of renewable and non-
renewable energy technologies
are here, including a survey of
human energy in agriculture. Not
least is an exemplary summary
of the energy conservation
potentials in production and pro-
cessing in commercial farming. A
new edition (unfortunately not
seen by this writer) should be
well worthwile (Stout, BA (1990)
Handbook of Energy for Wortd
Agriculture; College Station, TX:
Texas A&M University,
Agricultural Engineering Dept).

3. Food-Energy Nexus and
Ecosystem edited by TK Moutik
(Proceedings of the 2nd
International Symposium on
Food-Energy Nexus and
Ecosystem; 0xford & IBH
Publishing, New Dethi) 1988, 575
pp. Although this was a sympo-
sium set up by the UN University
and an Indian government
department with high-powered
international expefts, the book
contains a number of indicative
local case studies, especially in
Senegal, Brasil, Kenya, pakistan
and of course India. These illus-
trate the inescapable connections
between human and animal
labour, biomass energy and land
resources, and the effects of
markets and other external forces
on land management, rural pro-
duction and long-term survival.
Later sections of the book revrew
alternative (mostly renewable)
energy technologies, including
woodf uel, agricultural residues

and human wastes, but also ani-
ficial fertilisers. The final section
assesses current and potential
policies for food and energy pric-
ing, rural employment and tech-
nology choice.

4. Village Voices in Rurat
Developmenl and Energy
Planning: Participatory Action
Research in Nepal, Bangladesh
and Bhutan by Bajracharya,
Deepak, R Morse, A Pongsapich
et al (East-West Center,
Honolulu/ Chulalongkorn
University, Bangkok) 1987. There
are many specific participatory
research studies of rural energy
consumption, mostly with
respect to woodfuel collection
and use by rural women, but
mainly only for household use
with little on productive agricul-
ture. Here is an excellent review
of long-term research which
applied participatory research
and the elicitation of local spe-
cialised knowledge, specifically
to questions of rural household
and farm energy and land-use in
(Asian) rural society.
lmplications for local initiatives,
as well as for government poli-
cies, are drawn.

5. Energy for Sustainable Rural
Development by FAO (FA0,
Training Materials for
Agricultural Planning No 2311,
Vol I A Reader, Rome) 199't.
Finally, an economic text from
FAO specifically aimed at rural
energy and farming applications.
Hitzhusen treats standard eco-
nomic concepts of efficiency,
financial vs. economic account-
ing, discounting, externalities,
shadow labour-pricing, and risks.
Non-economic criteria briefly
cover income distribution, energy
as value and environmental
impacts. Petry looks at rural
energy / agricultural projects:
identif ication, screening, project
preparation, participation, apprai-
sal and monitoring. Cunningham
compares diesel, steam and wind
energy for small-scale irrigation.
Water-lift ing requirements are
calculated and an economic anal-
ysis is based on prices and
income with some consideration
of price distotrions.

Michael Mccalt, Technology &
Development Group, University 0f Twente,
P0 Box 21 7, 7500 AE Enschede,
Netherlands.

Your Top Five
In the next issue ol the ILEIA Newsletter we would like to include
one top five for Asia, one for Africa and one for Latin America.
Please let us know what your favourite books on practical agricuF
ture are and briefly describe why you like them so much, The books
need not be in English. Don't torget t0 give full references, so that
we can trace the price and whether it is still available. lf you can only
think of one 0r two books, your contribution is also welcome!
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The seed sector in developing
counlries: a framework for per-
formance analysis by E
Cromwell (1 992). (0Dl working
Paper;65) 107 p. ISBN 0 85003
183 4: t 6.00. Overseas
Development Institute (0Dl)
Publications, Regent's College,
Inner Circle, Regent's Park,
London NW1 4NS, UK.
Seed production is an issue of
current interest, especially the
question of ownership of land-
races. 0Dl has undertaken a
study in Southern Africa, concen-
trating on restructuring the seed
sector. This report describes part
of the study, setting the frame-
work of how to assess the seed
sectors in Malawi, Zimbabwe and
Zambia. The trend is towards
reduced government involvement
in agricultural produce marketing
and input supply, but this is not
always easy to achieve, for obvi-
ous reasons of power and per-
sonal interest. The danger is that
young, emerging private enter-
prises will not be ready (yet?) to
replace the old state monopolies.
Such instable situations can lead
to the same negative conse-
quences as in the past. Seed pro-
duction and delivery are abso-
lutely vital in agricultural produc-
tion, and the problem seems to
be, above all, proper organisa-
tion. The underlying study has
the virtue of addressing specifi-
cally the needs of smallholders
and the role they can play in
maintaining genetic variety of the
crops they depend on. (WB)

Methods for participatory on-
larm agroforeslry research:
summary proceedings of an
inlernational workshop by SJ
Scherr (1991).  Nairobi:  Engl ish
Press.1991.72 o. ISBN 92 9059
095 5. International Council for
Research in Agroforestry
(ICRAF), P0 Box 30677, Nairobi,
Kenya.
Agroforestry goes hand in hand
with on-farm research and on-
farm research is directly linked to
farmers' participation. These on-
farm exoeriences have not been
altogether conclusive until now.
A small wonder given the com-
plex nature of on{arm agrofo-
restry systems: so many faclors
to consider. lt is ICRAF s merit to
have some develooed rules for
carrying out such on-farm exper-
imentation, eg 'diagnosis and
design' methods, and the'agroforestry systems inventory'.
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The underlying proceedings are
the result of a review of existing
methods and of an identification
of new-to-develop ways of
improving on-farm experimenta-
tion. I l iked the concise presenta-
tion, without fril ls. (WB)

Oryanic matter managemenl
and til lage in humid and subhu-
mid Africa. Proceedings of the
third regional workshop of the
AFRICALAND programme held at
Antananarivo, Madagascar, 9-1 5
January 1990 (IBSRAM proceed-
ings; n0.10) Bangkok: IBSRAM,
1990.455 o. ISBN 9747087 00
6. International Board for Soil
Research and Management
(IBSRAM), P0 Box 9-109,
Bangkhen, Bangkok 1 0900,
Thailand.
How can soil productivity in trop-
ical environments be sustained?
A workshop organised by
IBSRAM has tried to answer this
fundamental question for humid
and subhumid Africa, focussing
on tillage and organic-matter
management. I missed a list of
explanatory acronyms. (WB)

Forest gardening by R Hart
(1991).  Bideford IUK]:  Green
Books, 212 p.: ISBN 1 870098 44
7: t 7 .95.

Eco-logic Books, The Bakery,
Somerton Road, North Aston,
Oxford 0X6 4HX, UK.
Forest gardening is a fascinating

subject and Robert Hart is an
expeft in this field. lt is very
much about self reliance in food
production through trees. lt
draws heavily on agroforestry
practices, though the underlying
work describes first of all the
author's personal experiences in
his garden in England. Still,
think people from various eco-
zones can find inspiration in
these readings. By adapting his
ideas to their own situation, they
may contribute something to soil
conservation. Maybe books like
this one are more what people
really are looking for than esoter-
ic scientific findings, for it has
commitment, and commitment is
what you need if you want to
convince people. (WB)

Life in the balance: ecological
sociology of Turkana nomads
by C Odegi-Awuondo ('1990).
(African Centre for Technology
Studies dryland research series;
2). Nairobi: ACTS Press, 1990.
164 p. ISBN 9966 41 008 2: US$
17.50. African Centre for
Technology Studies (ACTS), P0
Box 45917, Nairobi, Kenya.
This study of how Turkana
nomads in northwest Kenya
adjusted to drought and famine
in 'l 979-80 stresses the historical
context. lt traces the history of
Turkana pastoralism from pre-
colonial times, through the dis-
ruotions of colonialism and
national "development" efforts, to
the present degradation of soci-
ety and environment. The effects
on both physical and psychologi-
cal health of the Turkana are
examined. Survival deoended on
social responses such as seeking
symbiotic relations with non-
Turkana, migrating, splitting fam-
ilies and pooling resources.
Children under 1 0 years and
adults over 60 years suffered
most severely from starvation.
Policy proposals derived from
the findings include diversifying
the pastoral economy, proving
better infrastructure and services
in pastoral areas, encouraging
peaceful inter-ethnic relations,
channelling relief assistance

through local insurance mecha-
nisms such as reciprocal net-
works, and more research into
dryland farming systems.
However, the policy implications
are not treated in any detail.
(AWB)

Households, agroecosystems
and rural resources manage-
ment: a guidebook lor broaden-
ing the concepts of gender and
larming systems by C Lightfoot
(1 991 ). (ICLARM Education
series;12).80 p. ISBN 971 1022
89 3: US$ 5.50. Bangladesh
Agricultural Research lnstitute
(BARI); lnternational Center for
Living Aquatic Resources
Management (ICLARM).
This is a very practical manual on
how to conduct farm household
interviews. Such interviews
should lead to a description of a
concept of the farming system
employed by the farmer. Much in
this conceot is visualized in dia-
grams and drawings, produced
in close coooeration between the
farmer and his family on the one
hand, and the scientist or exten-
sionist on the other. Several
steps are distinguished in the
process: the scientist develops a
vision of the farming system
studied, the farm household
develops its vision of the used
farming system, farm house-
holds and gender relationships
are worked out, farm households
are set against the agroecosys-
tems perspective. The manual is
intended as a self-learning guide
and contains many examples,
checklists and a glossary of the
used concepts. A very readable
guide. (WB)

Farme6' pmctices and soil and
water conservation programs:
summary proceedings of a
workshop, 19-21 June 1991,
ICRISAT Genter, India by JM
Kerr (1991). Patancheru: lCRl-
SAT; Winrock, 1991. 58 p. ISBN
92 9066 211 5 (pbk): t 7.75.
I ntermediate Technology
Publications (lTP), 1 03n 05
Southampton Row, London
WC1B4HH,  UK.
A workshop organized by lCRl-
SAT, where NG0 officials and
farmers reviewed indigenous soil
and water conservation oractices.
There was a strong emphasis on
participatory programmes.
Participants agreed that farmers'
pafticipation is vital for achieving



t

sustainability in soil and water
conservation. The workshoo led
to some, fairly general, recom-
mendations for changes in tech-
nology, agricultural credit, devel-
opment programmes, ed ucation
and training, common resource
management. A policy-oriented
workshop. As the summaries of
the presented cases are brief,
they do not provide a very clear
insight in the projects. (WB)

Glain storage losses in
Zimbabwe by M Katerere and D.
Giga (1990).  (ENDA occasional
paper;132).10' l  p.  ENDA, P0
Box 3370, Dakar, Senegal.

This study, carried out by ENDA
Zimbabwe, deals with the dam-
age occurring after harvest. The
focus is on traditional smallhold-
ers in Zimbabwe. Indications are
given on how to measure dam-
age during storage. Also, sug-
gestions are made for im0roved
storage, making extensive use of
traditional technology. lt is
somewhat bitter to note that the
Zimbabwean government appar-
ently holds other views on grain
storage: if stocks had not been
sold in order to obtain foreign
exchange, the consequences of
the 1992 drought would have
been far less dramatic. (WB)

People's parlicipation in
Himalayan eco-system develop-
ment by ML Dewan (1985). New
Delhi: Centre for Policy Research,'1985. 56 p. Centre for Policy
Research, Dharma Marg,
Chanakyapuri, New Delhi, tndia.
Though not recent, I felt it useful
to draw attention to this publica-
tion, for every publication which
is genuinely concerned with the
dramatic state of degradation oJ
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the Himalayas is worth mention-
ing, if it were only because the
lives of more than 150 million
people directly depend on it. As
has been said elsewhere, no
environmental orotection
schemes can hope to succeed if
they do not take the human fac-
tor into account, no small issue
in this case, given the tremen-
dous population pressure.
Nevertheless, participation is the
keyword, and numerous man-
agement projects mentioned in
this report, include participatory
methods as important issues in
their planning. (WB)

Agricultural research and the
rural poor: a review of social
science analysis by SD Biggs
(1 991 ).  ( IDRC publ icat ion; IDRC-
280e).  London: |TP, 1991. 139 p
ISBN 0 88936 573 3: t 8.00.
I ntermediate Technology
Publications (lTP), 1 03-1 05
Southampton Row, London
WCl B 4HH, UK.
What can agricultural research
do for the rural poor? Not very
much, say the authors, if techni-
cal research does not include a'social' component. According to
them, the attention for social
aspects should increase drasti-
cally in the future, in order ro
cope with ever more specialized
research. Such a soecialization
could lead to an isolated view of
the field, making researchers
lose their contact with real life.
Virtually half the book consists of
appendices, mainly of a biblio-
graphic kind. This corroborates
with the general idea of the book:
very much a review of existing
literature, and as such primarily
of importance to agricultural
researchers. (WB)

Soil mining: an unseen contrib-
ulor lo farm income in southern
Mali by F van der Pol (1992).
(Bulletin of the Royal Tropical
Institute; 325). Amsterdam: KlT,
1992.47 p. ISBN 90 6832 807 7:
DFI 15.00. Royal Tropical
Institute (KlT), Mauritskade 63,'1092 AD Amsterdam, The

IN

Netherlands.
This publication deals with a
problem that is rarely examined
separately: soil mining, or the
process that takes place when
fields under cultivation give up
more nutrients than they gain, so
that the nutrient reserves of the
soil are depleted. Such depletion
of plant nutrients is an impoftant
underlying cause of soil degrada-
tion in many parts of Africa,
destroying the long term produc-
tive capacity of agricultural land.
Because this type of mining is
unseen, the resources thus lost
are rarely taken into account. The
KIT paper gives a method for
quantifying the degree of soil
mining by calculating the nutrient
balance. In this way, the concept
of 'sustainability' will become
more quantifiable. The author
warns, however, not to take soil
depletion as an automatic recom-
mendation for additional fertil iz-
er. More fertil izer results in more
leaching and volatilization, in
more crop losses, and also in
more nutrient extraction by crops
through higher yields. The aim is
to find cropping systems that
both respond efficiently to
increased Jertil ization and mini-
mize losses, and thus can be
made sustainable. A much need-
ed study in order to achieve bet-
ter understanding and accep-
tance of the sustainability con-
cept. (WB)

Fertil isers, organic manures,
recyclable wastes and biofertil-
isers: components ol integraled
plant nutrition by HLS Tandon
(1992).  New Delhi :  FDCO, 1992.
148 p .  ISBN 81 85116 17  2 :  US$
45.00. Fertil iser Development
and Consultation 0rganisation
(FDC0), 204-204A Bhanot
Corner, 1-2 Pamposh Enclave,
New Delhi  1 10048, India.
Soil depletion is a dramatic prob-
lem, and no chemical fertil izer
project has been capable of alle-
viating this problem. lf, however,
we would succeed to use avail-
able nutrient sources in a more
efficient manner, we would have
contributed already considerably

to the sustainability of crop pro-
duction. Given the fact that suffi-
cient quantities of organic fertil iz-
er are as rare to get by as chemi-
cal fertilizer in many pafts of the
world, integrated nutrient supply
is the line along which the author
is thinking. The underlying book
gives a useful overview of pro-
duction, availability and uses of
the various ferlilizer types, most-
ly in an Indian setting. lts tone is,
however, entirely scientific,
which makes it not easy to grasp.
It is not what you would call a
cheap book. (WB)

Values for the environment: a
guide to economic appraisal by
JT Winpenny (1991).  London:
H M S 0 , 1 9 9 1 . 2 7 7  p . :  I S B N  0 1 1
580257 6: t 14.95. HMS0
Publications Centre, P0 Box276,
London, SW8 5DT, UK.
How to weigh the -economic-
importance of the environment,
when looking at development
projects? The author, an econo-
mist, develops in this book the
particulars of a cost-benefit anaF

ysis, after having presented a
number of case studies on envi-
ronmental degradation and its
consequences for the people
concerned. Although the book
claims the use of non-mathemat-
ical language, the interpretation
of the findings stil l requires a
trained mind, also because of the
complete lack of il lustrations.
(WB)



GREEN LEAF is a new magazine
on sustainable agriculture, which
wi l l  be publ ished from 1993
onwards by the United Planters'
Association of Southern India
(UPASI). The principal objective
of this magazine is to generate
and advance awareness of alter-
native farming techniques which
are in harmony with nature and,
at the same time, viable econom-
ically. lt will contain practical
information and know how to
catalyse the shift towards more
ecofriendly farming. In connec-
tion with the launching of the
magazine, UPASI organises a
workshop in January and initiaf
ed training programmes. 'Grean

Leaf is looking for resource per-
sons, correspondents, literature,
good suggestions and subscrib-
ers

Contact Jacob Man i Mannothra, UPASI,
R&D Centre for Rubber, Union Club Road,
Kottayam 686 001, Kerala, India.

FTP NEWSLETTER, issued by
the Forests, Trees and People
Programme, brought out a spe-
cial issue on networking. The
newsletter features an articles on
the 'Honey Bee' network of Anil
Gupta, on revitalizing farmer's
knowledge and some back-
ground articles on networking.
The newsletter is published in
English, Spanish and French.

Write toFTP Newsletter, IRDC, Swedish
University of Agricultural Sciences, B0x
7005, S 750 07 Uppsala, Sweden.

ENERGY IN AGRIGULTURE is
the title of an ICRIP workshoo to
be held in June 1993. ICREP
stands for International Courses
in Rural Energy and
Environmental Planning and
these courses have been con-
ducted by Twente University and
ITC in the Netherlands since
1983. Major topics to be dealt
with are ao. energy needs in
agriculture and inputs, energy
implications of {arming and
ag roforestry systems, environ-
mental impacts of farming, ener-
gy sources and transformation,
agricultural energy project plan-
n ing .

Further information can be 0btained from:
Mrs. G. Stassen, ICREP Course
Administrator, Technology and
Development Group, University of Twente,
P0 Box 21 7, 7500 AE Enschede,
Netherlands.

Fu fthe r i nfo rmati o ni Tillers International,
5239 South 24th Street, Kalamazoo,
Michigan 49002, USA.

KIMSEED. Under this name the
Australian Revegetative
Corporation spreads information
and supplies many products
through a direct mailing system.
They supply tree and shrub
seeds specialising in arid land
revegetation, eg over 300 aca-
cias suitable for use in the 100-
700 mm rainfall zone. The
Australian wattle (acacia), the
seeds and pods of which are a
staple food of Aborigines, was
introduced in Niger as a potential
source of food. KIMSEED also
sells hand held seedling planters
with which up to 3,000 seedlings
per day can be planted under
efficient planting situalions,
without strenuous bending.

For advice and informationwrileta
Australian Revegetati0n C0rp0ration Ltd,
42 Sarich Court, osborne Park 601 7,
Western Australia.

B0lLlNG POINT is the title of a
magazine issued by ITDG and
GATE. lt contains news ano
views on cooking stoves
improvement and promotion. lt
will keep you up to date on work
in progress in cooking stove
development programmes
worldwide, on research projects

, and consultancies in cooking
: sloves pr0grammes, 0n s0urces
, of informaiion on fuel-efficient
, stoves and on the role of stoves
, programmes in institution-build-
. ing and community develop-
, ment. The magazine is issued
, three times per year.
, Subscription costs: US $ 20.00
, per year.
:
, !!r[e fo Subscription Manager, Boiling
: Point,103-105 Southampton Row,
: London WC1 B 4HH, UK.

;
REAPER (R6seau Euro Africain

, sur les Petits Ruminants) was
, founded to give impetus to
, research work on small rumi-
, nants and to increase the
, amount of research done on this
, topic, by bringing together and
, coordinating the work of inter-
i ested parties both in Europe and
, in Africa, in conjunction with
, other small ruminants networks,
, internati0nal organisations and
, centres and development agen-
, cies. The network is willing to
: c00perate with similar activities
, on other continents. There are
, no membershio fees for REAPER.
, You may join simply by applying
. to the network's secretariat.

, ContactElyazid Selmi, REAPER, GIZ,
, Division 422, P0 Box 51 80, D-6236
: Eschborn. Germanv.

NETWORKING
NGONET, a project ol the Third
World Institute in Uruguay, aims
to distribute information on envi-
ronment and development which
rellects the priorities of groups
and movements in the South,
especially grassroots, indige-
nous and women's groups. They
have an extensive collection of
documents relevant to the work
ol NG0s which are available by
post, fax or e-mail. NG0s with e-
mail facilities will shortly be able
t0 access on-line bibliographical
and full text databases.

Please contact f ot m0re informati0n:
NG0NET, Patrick McCully, Casilla Coneo
1539, Montevideo 1 1000, Uruguay.

ESTRATEGIAS CAMPESINAS is
a new Spanish newsletter, pub-
lished by Red Para el Desarrollo
de una Agri-Cultura Ecologica, in
cooperation with Trees for
People. The newsletter is a plat-
form for exchange of information
and experiences on socially and
ecologically sound agriculture, lt
contains practical experiences
and all kinds oi information on
seminars, courses and other
activities of the network.

Write t0Trceslot People, Johnsallee 62,
D-2000 Hamburg 13, Germany.

AGROECOLOGIA Y SABER GAM-
PESIN0 is another Soanish
Newsletter, published by AGRU-
C0 (Programa Agroecologia
Universidad Cochabamba). This
free newsletter updates you on
activities and publications of
AGRUCO and other activities on
sustainable agriculture in Latin
America.

Contacti AGRUC0. Casilla 3392.
Cochabamba, Bolivia.

TILLERS INTERNATIONAL is a
small non-prof it organisation
that provides research and train-
ing in basic skills for self-reliant,
sustainable agricultural and rural
development. They organise
workshops and trainings and
bring out various publications.
Some themes of workshops:
blacksmithing, small-scale hay-
making, sustainable pasture
practices, farming with draught
horses. 'Tillers Report' is a quar-
terly technical publication on ani-
mal-powered development tech-
niques, available by subscrip-
t ion.

.  WA N T E D .

Greetings ILEIA!

l'm currently involved in a people centered, low input, sustainable
agriculture project here in Sarawak, focussed on the Penan people -
one generation from a nomadic lifestyle in the rainforest. General
horticultural improvement is my primary concern, but I am now
looking to the special area of changing shifting upland rice culture
with long lallow to short fallow rotation with relatively setfled prac-
tices. Success would potentially free thousands of hectares (from
slash and burn in 1-10 year cycles) t0 return t0 rainforest. Legumes
are the heart ol this program.

I'm very interested in any info, seeds, books articles etc, as well
as connections with similar projects and researches in humid, hi-
temp/hi-rainfall forested areas in other parts of the planet.

Also, inherent to any involvement of this sort, is the equally
important area of socialicultural strategies for involvement, accep-
tance, implementation and multiplication by the target group. Any
materials addressing this dimension would also be welcome. My
primary source has been Two Ears of Corn by Roland Bunch
(World Neighbors, USA 1982). I highly recommend it, but woutd
welcome other sources as well.

Please send informator to.'R0bert B. Tillotson, Permaculture Desjgn, Poste Restante
GP0, 98000 Miri, Sarawak, Malaysia.
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LANKA ORGANIC AGRICULTURE
NETWORK (LOAM). In 0ctober
of this year more than 200 indi-
viduals and organisations met in
Kandy, Sri Lanka, to discuss
ways to strengthen the organic
agricul ture movement in their
country. Apart from farmers/pro-
ducers the meeting was attended
by representatives from trade
organisations as well as process-
ers and expofers. The meeting
decided to start up the process
of establishing a new network,
the Lanka 0rganic Agriculture
Network, to be officially
launched before the end of this
year. LOAM hopes to improve
collaboration and coordination
among various organisations
promoting organic agriculture in
Sri Lanka. lmorovement of mar-
keting of organically grown
products will be high on the new
network's agenda, including the
issue of certif ication.

F1r further infzrmation c0ntactRanjith de
Silva, Gami Seva Sevana, 0ffice Junction.
Galaha,  Sr i  Lanka.

NFTA (Nitrogen Fixing Tree
Association) organises an inter-
national workshoo on rosewood
(Dalbergia spp.), a 'multipurpose

and high value timber nitrogen
fixing tree'. The workshop will be
held in Hetauda, Nepal, from 31st
May to 4th June 1993. Workshop
sessions will cover: taxonomy,
biology and ecology, establish-
ment and management, util iza-
tion and socioeconomic aspects,
and case studies of the genus.
Appropriate information on any
and all Dalbergra species is desir-
able and welcomed. Interested
individuals should submit a letter
of interest, an English abstract of
the work they wish to present at
the workshop, and copies of pub-
lications concerning their work
with the genus. Deadline for
initial contact is 31st January.

Write t0: James Roshetko. NFI-A. 1010
Holomua Road, Paia, Hawaii 96779, USA.

BOOK TOP 1()l)
EULEISA, the European
network of support organ-
isations interested in
LEISA, plans to produce a
catalogue of useful and
practical publications on
LEISA. Subjects could be
farming systems, tradi-
tional agricultural knowl-
edge, soil fertil ity maintenance,
labour,  animal husbandry and
socioeconomic aspects. This top
100' would include review art i -
cles, books and videos and three
separate catalogues would be
compiled for Engl ish, French and
Spanish readers. l t  would help us
a great deal if you let us know
what your favourite books are.
write to ILEIA!

CALL FOR EXPERIENCES
Beside functioning as a globar
information centre, through a
documentation centre based in
Leusden and through issuing a
global newsletter, ILEIA feels the
need for supporting regional
information centres. ILEIA hopes
to work towards this goal by
organising a workshop on infor-
mation exchange, regional net-
works and sustainable agricul-
ture. This workshop has been
scheduled for autumn 1 993. The
objective is to strengthen infor-
mation management in emerging
LEISA networks. The expected
outcomes are:
.  ski l l  improvement in docu-

menting farmer experiences;
. skill improvement of local

information managers;
.  guidel ines on information

management for regional
LEISA networks.

ILEIA would be interested in
receiving any background infor-
mation that could be a support to
this workshop, like case studies
from (successful or unsuccess-
ful) information centres already
in existence and proposals for
the set-up of such a centre.

UPCOMING NEWSLETTERS
The 'Keep Rol l ing issue is
already taking shape, as we have
many articles in stock. You are,
however, stil l welcome to write
an article on your experiences
with LEISA. lt should reach us
before 31 January 1993.
When this Newsletter goes to
press, you have just received
your issue on livestock sustain-
ing livelihoods. Have you already

mailed your ideas for Cutting
back on chemicals '?
We are eagerly awaiting your
suggestions and practical experi-
ences in reducing the negative
impact of chemical inputs in
Green Revolut ion agricul ture.
How did the change proceed?

OUESTIONNAIRES
We would l ike to thank al l  people
who returned the questionnaire
for ILEIA s evaluation. Too bad
the subscribers from India could
not respond because their news-
letter was delayed. Response
was not as high as we had
hoped; only 11.5% of al l  sub-
scr ibers (not count ing those in
India) returned the fil led out card.
Response to the larger question-
naire was good. lt was sent to
300 subscribers and 31 % was
returned. Some first results: we
are surprised and glad to see that
subscribers share their copy of
the newsletter with many other
people. We will report to you
more elaborately once all data
are analysed.

INTERVIEWING COWS
We apologize for not mentioning
the source behind the cartoon
that was on the cover of the live-
stock issue. The drawing was
based on a series of drawings
published in Farmer participatory
research in North Omo. Ethiopia,
a report of a training course in
Rapid Rural Appraisal, written by
the participants of this course
and publ ished by l lED and Farm
Af rica.

TRAINING
A lot of questions reach us from
people who would l ike to be
trained in LEISA/PTD techniques
and methods. To be able to
answer your letters, we are com-
piling a database on training
activities. 0ther EULEISA mem-
bers will contribute to this data-
base, but we need your help
most of all. Does your organisa-
tion organise courses? Do you
know of any good courses in

sustainable agriculture?
Please send all informa-
t ion to Wietse Bruinsma

EL EXPEBIMENTADOR
CAMPESINO Y EL
TECNICO
We already mentioned in
the last newsletter that
this publication is avail-

able free of charge for Latin
American organisations. Anyone
else who would l ike to order this
book can write to CETAL
Ediciones (Abtao #576, Cerro
Concepcion, Casi l la 1 97-V,
Valparaiso, Chi le).  The book
costs US $ 14 plus airmai l  costs
(US $7 for America, US $12 for
the rest of the world).

LET FARMERS JUDGE
This is the title of the second
book in the lT ser ies ' lLElA

Readings in Sustainable
Ag ricu ltu re'.
How best can we evaluate the
appropriateness of sustainable
practices in terms of their long-
term economic, environmental ,
social and cultural successes?
The book contains a diverse col-
lection of reports from research-
ers and fieldworkers who have
confronted these problems while
examining the effectiveness of
innovat ions within smal lholder
farming systems in diverse and
risk-prone areas. Attention is
given to methodological aspects.
with emphasis on joining
farmers assessment, evaluating
new technologies together with
farmers and according to their
criteria.
Avai lable from lT Publ icat ions,
103-105 Southampton Row,
London WCl B 4HH, UK. Price:
I  12.95 |SBN 1 85339 149 2.

RECTIFICATIONS
In the l ivestock issue on page 26
we mentioned a bibl iography
titled Gender relations of pasto-
rallagropastoral production: a
bibl iography with annotat ions.
This large publ icat ion is avai lable
at US$ 36 instead of US$ 1 2.

In the same issue, on page 11 we
referred to the Commonwealth
Institute (rethinking range ecolo-
gy).  This should have been
Commonwealth Secretariat. Brian
Kerr wrote to us that the paper of
Behnke and Scoones is also
avai lable in French from l lED.

d
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READEKE

Academic credit to villagers
Dear friends,

Here's a short note, stemming from my recent experiences in Zimbabwe. tt is about giving
villagers credit for their work. lt begins in the 1970s when I read a development book
which had an acknowledgements section which went something tike this.'t woutd like to
thank my wife who helped me do interviews in the field, typed and catatogued my fietd
notes, undertook much of the archival research, coded and analyzed the quantitative data,
and typed and commented on my drafts, making many hetpful suggestions., ,Why wasn,t
she the co-author,'you @#*&-!!' I thought at the time. And t have thought of that frequentty
since. During recent research in Zimbabwe, I went out with a group of villagers who in the
course of 4 hours collected specimens of g5 species of indigenous trees. Not onty did they
know the soils on which different species grew, they knew the precise places where
individual trees were growing. All I did was drive the truck. tt struck me that it was high
time that if all this rhetoric and hoopla about indigenous knowledge is genuine, we shoutd
not only pay our workers and village colleagues for their time, we should pay them in our
own currency for their knowledge, that is with academic credit. Thus, it was that Chidari et
al was born, an academic publication with the villagers as senior authors. I am an author
too, because in the overall process I did more than just drive the truck, but my name is at
the end of the list as it was their knowledge, that made the publication possibte. So let's all
of us, give credit where credit is due, not buried deep in the acknowtedgements, but up
front in the authors list.

ILEIA
NEWSLETTER

december 1 992.ffivolume 8 no.4

ILEIA (lnformation Centre for Low-External-
Input and Sustainable Agriculture) was esta-
blished in 1982 by the ETC Foundation and
is lunded mainly by the Netherlands l\y' inislry
of Development Cooperation. Project funds
are assured ti l l  early 1 994.

ILEIA's long{erm objective js to contribute
to a situation in which Low-External-lnput
and Sustainable Agriculture (LEISA) isl
. widely adopted as a valid approach to

agricullural development, complementary
to high-external-input agriculture,

. recognised as a means to balance locally
available resources and local knowledge
with modern technologies requiring
inputs from elsewhere,

. valued as a useful perspective in plan-
ning and implemenling agricultural
research, education and extension,

. developing and consolidating its stock of
knowledge and scienti l ic basis.

LEISA is agriculture which makes optimal
use of locally available nalural and human
resources (such as climate, landscape, soil,
water, vegetation, local crops and animals,
local skil ls and indigenous knowledge) and
is economically feasible, ecologically sound,
culturally adapted and socially Just. The use
of external inputs such as mineral ferti l isers,
pesticides and machinery is not excluded
but is seen as complementary to the use of
local resources and has to meel the above-
mentioned criteria of sustainabil ity.

ILEIA seeks to reach these objectives by
operating a documentation centre; publis-
hing a quarterly newsletter, bibliographies,
resource guides etc; holding international
workshops; and supporting regional netw-
orks in the Third World.

BACK COPIES of the ILEIA Newsletter
are available: (US$ 5)
Vol.3/No. l: Integrated nutrient supply
Vol.3/No.2: Diversity
Vol.3/No.3: Microclimate management
Vol.4/No.1: Mountain agriculture
Vol.4/No.3: Participatorytechnology devt
Vol.4/No.4: Enhancing dryland agricutture
Vol.5/No.1 : Discussion on sustaining

agriculture
Vol.5/No.2: Intensilying agriculture in

humid areas
Vol.5/No.3: Farmers'alternativestochemi-

With kind regards,
Louise Fortmann

Department of Forestry & Resource Management, 14s Mulford Hail, university of
California at Berkeley, Berkeley CA 94720, LJSA.

Vol.5/No.4:
Vol.6/No.4:

Vo l .7 /No.1 /2
Vol.7/No.3:

cal pestlcrdes
Local varieties
Networking towards LEISA
(register oi network members)
Assessing farming techniques
Learning for sustainable
agriculture

ulK/Tf
Vol.7/No.4: Searching for synergy
Vol.8/No.1 : Creating a healthy environment
Vol.8/No.3: Livestocksustaininglivelihoods
(issues not l isted are oul of print)

Also available: Participatory Technology
Development in sustainable agriculture:
an introduction. 1989. 40 pp. US$7.50.
Third World readers may requesl a free
copy.

The opinions expressed in the arlicles do not
necessarily reflect the views of lLElA.

Readers are encouraged to reprint or trans-
late articles with acknowledgement. Please
send a copy of any reprint or translation to:

ILEIA Po Box 64 NL-383o AB Leusden Netherlands
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